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Preface

This proceedings book gathers methodological papers describing the segmenta-
tion methods evaluated at the second MICCAI Challenge on Multiple Sclerosis
new lesions segmentation challenge using a data management and processing
infrastructure. This challenge took place as part of an effort of the OFSEP1

(French registry on multiple sclerosis aiming at gathering, for research purposes,
imaging data, clinical data and biological samples from the French population
of multiple sclerosis subjects) and FLI2 (France Life Imaging, devoted to setup
a national distributed e-infrastructure to manage and process medical imaging
data). These joint efforts are directed towards automatic segmentation of MRI
scans of MS patients to help clinicians in their daily practice. This challenge
took place at the MICCAI 2021 conference, on September 23rd 2021.

More precisely, the problem addressed in this challenge is as follows. Con-
ventional MRI is widely used for disease diagnosis, patient follow-up, monitoring
of therapies, and more generally for the understanding of the natural history of
MS. A growing literature is interested in the delineation of new MS lesions on
T2/FLAIR by comparing one time point to another. This marker is even more
crucial than the total number and volume of lesions as the accumulation of new
lesions allows clinicians to know if a given anti-inflammatory DMD (disease mod-
ifying drug) works for the patient. The only indicator of drug efficacy is indeed
the absence of new T2 lesions within the central nervous system. Performing
this new lesions count by hand is however a very complex and time consuming
task. Automating the detection of these new lesions would therefore be a major
advance for evaluating the patient disease activity.

Based on the success of the first MSSEG challenge, we have organized a
MICCAI sponsored online challenge, this time on new MS lesions detection3.
This challenge has allowed to 1) estimate the progress performed during the
2016 - 2021 period, 2) extend the number of patients, and 3) focus on the new
lesions crucial clinical marker. We have performed the evaluation task on a large
database (100 patients, each with two time points) compiled from the OFSEP
cohort with 3D FLAIR images from different centers and scanners. As in our
previous challenge, we have conducted the evaluation on a dedicated platform
(FLI-IAM) to automate the evaluation and remove the potential biases due to
challengers seeing the images on which the evaluation is made.
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Detecting new multiple sclerosis lesions using a
mixed approach
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Abstract. MICCAI 2021 new multiple sclerosis lesions segmentation
challenge (MSSEG-2) was a follow-up to the first MSSEG challenge of
2016, this time focusing on the detection of newly appearing multiple
sclerosis lesions. Our solution, presented here, uses the boundary shift
integral pipeline to detect new lesions, which are refined by a gradient
boosting classifier. This approach gives a mean, adjusted dice score co-
efficient of 0.557 (standard deviation: 0.351) over the training set upon
leave-one-out cross-validation.

Keywords: lesions, multiple sclerosis, challenge, segmentation

1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune mediated, demyelinating disease of the cen-
tral nervous system (CNS) often characterised by lesions observed on magnetic
resonance imaging. While lesional parameters such as the number of lesions, and
the total lesion volume are of great importance, other parameters such as the
accumulation of new lesions are also of significant interest as they might be an
indicator of whether a disease modifying therapy is working or not. While it is
possible to detect MS lesions cross-sectionally and use the change in the number
of lesions/the detected lesion mask as a proxy for the appearance of new lesions,
this method is known to be not very accurate.

MICCAI 2021 new multiple sclerosis lesions segmentation challenge (MSSEG-
2) was a follow-up to the first MSSEG challenge of 2016, focusing on the detec-
tion of newly appearing multiple sclerosis lesions when two FLAIR MRI scans
belonging to two different time points are compared.

Our solution presented here uses the boundary shift integral pipeline to detect
new lesions, which are refined by a LightGBM classifier.
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2 Methods

The dataset of the MSSEG-2 challenge comprised MRI data of 100 MS patients.
Each patient had a baseline 3D FLAIR (fluid attenuated inversion recovery)
scan, as well as a 3D FLAIR follow-up scan obtained 1 to 3 years after the first
one. A total of 15 MRI scanners were represented, including those operating at
1.5T and 3T:

– Three GE scanners: Optima MR450w 1.5T, SIGNA HDx 3T, SIGNA HDxt
1.5T

– Six Philips scanners: Ingenia 1.5T, 2 Ingenia 3T, 1 Achieva dStream 3T, 1
Achieva 1.5T, 1 Achieva 3T

– Six Siemens scanners: 1 Aera 1.5T, 1 Skyra 3T, 1 Verio 3T, 1 Prisma 3T, 2
Avanto 1.5T

The partitioning of the data into training and test sets was done prior to the
challenge and data from 40 patients was available for algorithm development.
As for the first MSSEG challenge, all images from GE scanners were withheld
from the training set to assess the generalizability of the solutions. Ground-truth
data was provided for 4 experts, as well as in the form of a consensus new lesions
mask. We only used the latter. The 3D FLAIR scans belonging to the two points
were rigidly registered to their half-way space, which was also the space of the
ground truth masks that were provided.

2.1 First stage new lesions detection

The first stage of our method was performed in MNI space using all the intensity
correction steps done within the boundary shift integral pipeline: N4 bias field
correction (using convergence=0.0001, FWHM=0.05 and 1000 iterations), de-
noising (using default parameters) and multiple time-point bias field correction
(using default parameters)[1]. Moreover, we computed three prior masks that we
combined to define the area where we could find a new lesion: hyperintensities
at baseline mask (one standard deviation above the mean brain intensity), the
ventricles (using a two times eroded standard ventricles mask) and the brain tis-
sue (from a one time eroded MNI brain mask). After all these steps, we compute
the subtraction between the two images, and we keep as potential new lesions all
the clusters that survive one erosion, when they were bigger than 5 voxels, that
are one standard deviation above the mean difference and within the computed
inclusion mask.

2.2 Mask refinement (second stage of new lesions detection)

The new lesions masks obtained in the first stage were further refined using a
LightGBM gradient boosting decision tree algorithm [2]. The 3D FLAIR scan
of the first time point (IMG1), and the second time point (IMG2), as well
as the new lesions mask obtained in the first stage (MASKBSI) were inputs
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of this stage. The former two were normalised to have a zero mean and unit
standard deviation. Each voxel was treated separately, and the classifier target
was a binary flag indicating whether that voxel was marked as lesional in the
ground truth mask. The features vector had a length of 3 (input images) × 7
(voxel features) where the latter were the normalised 3D FLAIR signal intensities
for IMG1 and IMG2, and the first stage detection results for MASKBSI for
the voxel of interest and its 6 immediate neighbours in three-dimensional space.
A similar method was recently used to integrate multi-modal MRI data for
the detection of subtle lesions in MRI-negative focal epilepsy[3]. Leave-one-out
cross validation was used, while LightGBM was instructed to do early stopping
based on 5-fold nested cross validation and early stopping rounds of 50. We
used a modified form of the dice score coefficient (DSCm), which incorporated
a smoothing parameter (s) to gracefully handle cases where the ground truth
mask was blank (see Eq. 1).

DSCm =
2 ∗∑(ygroundtruth ∗ ypredicted) + s∑

ygroundtruth +
∑

ypredicted + s
(1)

Here, y is a voxel within a mask (predicted or ground truth). Smoothing
parameter s was set equal to an arbitrary small value of 10−6. Post-processing
was performed by removing any patches with minor axis length less than 2
voxels or total number of voxels less than 27 (33 voxels). Finally, the detected
new-lesions mask was binarised at a threshold of 20%.

3 Results

Upon first-stage detection, the mean DSCm was 0.373 (standard deviation:
0.329). Following refinement by the second stage and post-processing, the corre-
sponding values were 0.557 (standard deviation: 0.351). An example case (patient
024 of the training dataset) is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. From top to down: the second time-point 3D FLAIR, the ground truth (con-
sensus new lesions mask in yellow), the output from the first stage (in green) and
predicted/refined mask output by the second stage (in red).
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Abstract. In this short paper, we present a workflow -relying on the
nnUNet framework- to segment new MS lesions from serial FLAIR im-
ages. In particular, we briefly discuss our dataset, our preprocessing
steps, our nnUNet setting and our postprocessing steps.

1 Introduction

In this work, we use the nnUNet framework [2] to train a U-net [4] for the
segmentation of new multiple sclerosis lesions from FLAIR MR imaging data
acquired at different time steps. Overall, our choices were led to optimize detec-
tion at the lesion scale, taking only few attention to lesion delineation (that can
be considered as of minor importance in a clinical context). Moreover for similar
reasons, we focused our interest on patients with few new lesions. The resulting
implementation choices are presented below.

2 Description of the method

In Section 2.1, we present the training data set. In Section 2.2, we present a pre-
processing pipeline so that data of a given patient are appropriately aligned and
signal intensity is comparable from the first FLAIR acquisition to the second
one. In Section 2.3, we describe the nnUNet [2] setting we used to produce a
trained 3D U-Net. The resulting network uses the pair of preprocessed FLAIR
images as inputs, and outputs the softmax map associated with the presence of
new lesion at each voxel. Finally in Section 2.4, we describe the post-processing
steps aiming at producing a binary segmentation mask from the network softmax
output.

2.1 Dataset

Our training data originates from two sources. First, we used 37 of the 40 data
provided for the challenge. The remaining 3 subjects were discarded from the
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training data set for assessment purposes and were not included in the final
model due to time constraints. Potential missing new lesions in the dataset were
identified by visually reviewing all lesions detected by a first model, learned inde-
pendently from this data, and added if needed. Second, we used a supplemental
set of similar data from 53 patients from our research projects from 3T Siemens
and Philips scanners. Overall, our resulting training dataset contains 283 new
lesions.

2.2 Preprocessing

Our preprocessing steps aim at preparing the data so that voxel-wise differences
between consecutive images are as meaningful as possible. It consists in the
following six steps:

1. MR volumes are reoriented in RAS coordinates,
2. skulls and skin tissues are removed using a robust registration-based brain

extraction method (animaAtlasBasedBrainExtraction3),
3. the FLAIR image for the second time-point is rigidly registered on the

FLAIR for the first time-point using a block matching registration method,
(animaPyramidalBMRegistration, [1]),

4. images are all cropped using the FLAIR first time-point as a mask,
5. bias due to spatial inhomogeneity is estimated using the N4 algorithm [5]

and removed from the data (animaN4BiasCorrection),
6. voxel intensities from acquisitions at the two time steps are jointly corrected

using a twofold procedure: i) first, their joint histogram are linearly rescaled
so that it best fits the y=x line in a least square sense, ii) second, a Nyul stan-
dardisation [3] on an in-house FLAIR template is applied on each acquisition
independently (animaNyulStandardization).

2.3 Model architecture and learning

Our segmentation model consists of a 3D U-Net that was trained to segment
new lesions from a pair of longitudinal preprocessed FLAIR acquisitions. This
network was trained using the nnUNet framework [2]. Precisely, our 3D U-
Net has 2 input channels of size [64, 160, 192] with spacing [1.0mm, 0.5mm,
0.5mm] (median training image spacing). This network was trained to minimise
the sum of the Cross-Entropy loss and the Dice loss. Training was performed
using a stochastic gradient descent, including a drop-out based regularization
(removalRate = 0.2), run over 1000 epochs. Each epoch consists of 250 batches.
Training was conducted on a GPU NVIDIA Quadro P6000, 24 GB and lasted 7
days.
Data augmentation consists of the following four alterations:

1. isotropic rescaling (ranging from 0.85 to 1.25),
2. 3D rotation (ranging from -15° to 15°),
3 anima.irisa.fr
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3. mirroring with respect to the sagittal plane,
4. intensity enhancements on new lesion voxels (modeling the diversity of signal

change due to lesions).

2.4 Postprocessing

Our postprocessing step aims at producing binary segmentation map in the
original data slab and consists of the three following steps:

1. softmax outputs map is binarized using a threshold of p = 0.2,
2. only connected components (26-connexity) with volume larger than 4mm3

are kept,
3. segmentation mask is resampled to the slab and resolution from the original

FLAIR image at first time step.

3 Conclusion

We provided a short description of a possible nnUNet implementation aiming at
producing new MS lesions segmentation from serial FLAIR images. This imple-
mentation mainly stands on available software programs and libraries.
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Abstract. Detecting changes in multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions through follow-
up MR images is an important but time-consuming and subjective process. In this 
work, we propose a deep learning-based algorithm to automatically detect new 
MS lesions from the baseline and follow-up MR images. First, the brain and spi-
nal cord regions were segmented. Second, the new MS lesions were segmented 
and classified. Finally, false positives were reduced by comparing the lesion 
masks from each time point. For model development, the model was trained and 
tuned using 40 patients (36 for training and 4 for validation). The proposed 
method showed the possibility in segmenting new MS lesions automatically. 
Keywords: Multiple sclerosis, Lesion activity, New lesion, FLAIR 

1 Introduction 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease of the central nervous system [1]. 
MS is said to be disseminated in time and space, so segmentation of MS lesions in MRI 
scans is important in the diagnosis and follow-up of MS patients [2]. However, manual 
segmentation is time-consuming and subjective [3]. In this paper, we introduce a multi-
step automated algorithm for the segmentation of new MS lesions on MRI scans. 

2 Method 

2.1 Data and Preprocessing 

The data of 40 patients (36 for training and 4 for validation) were provided by the 
MICCAI 2021 MSSEG-2 challenge.1 Each data consists of two 3D FLAIR images 
taken at different timepoints and a ground truth segmentation. To reduce the non-uni-
form bias field, the N4 bias field correction was conducted for preprocessing [4]. 

1  https://portal.fli-iam.irisa.fr/msseg-2/data/ 
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2.2 New MS lesion Segmentation 

The pipeline of the proposed method is summarized in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1.  Pipeline of our method 

Step 1: Brain and Spinal Cord Segmentation. In the first step, we narrowed down 
our field of view to exclude the regions outside the brain and spinal cord. The brain 
mask was generated by BET from FSL and then the spinal cord regions were added by 
region-growing from the brain mask [5]. A 3D U-Net was used for training and input 
images were cropped as size of 96×96×96 3D patches [6]. 

Step 2: New MS Lesion Segmentation & first False-Positive Reduction. The new 
lesions were segmented using the patch images of two time points. Each patch size was 
considered to contain enough new lesions (96×96×96). As the input for model training, 
the baseline and follow-up patch images were concatenated, and the provided mask was 
used as the ground truth. As the network architecture, we used the 3D U-net [6]. Since 
the model was tuned to be highly sensitive during our training stage, it was necessary 
to reduce the false positives (FP). These FPs were firstly reduced through 3D ResNet 
for patch-wise classification. 

Step 3: Whole MS Lesion Segmentation & Second False-Positive Reduction. The 
next step was segmenting whole MS lesions from each time point. The labels for the 
candidate lesions were initially generated by the lesion segmentation tool (LST) and 
then manually corrected [7]. A 3D U-Net was used for training and patch-wise segmen-
tations were performed [6]. Comparing the new lesion mask from step 2 and the whole 
lesion masks from step 3, the remaining FPs were reduced and the final new lesion 
masks were generated. In this step, the clusters labeled by connected component anal-
ysis were compared as described in Figure 1. 
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3 Result 

The performance of our method for new lesion segmentation was evaluated using the 
dice and F1 scoring method2. For validation cases, the proposed method showed dice 
and F1 scores of 0.75 and 0.68 in a patient who had the largest number of the new MS 
lesions (Fig. 2), and 0.74 and 0.8 in a patient who had only one new lesion, respectively. 

Fig. 2. Representative example. FPs were reduced by multi-stage processing (arrows). 

4 Conclusion 

We proposed a fully automated algorithm for detecting new MS lesions which consists 
of multi-stage CNN that helped focus on the area of interest by removing unnecessary 
areas step by step. The FP reduction method that not only focusing for the new MS 
legions but also focusing for the probable locations helped to classify and segment the 
new MS legions more robustly.  
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Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune and inflammatory disease causing
lesions in the brain and the spinal cord. The activity monitoring is usually per-
formed visually by the radiologist but the visual detection of new lesions is
subject to inter-rater variability [1].

The automatic detection of new and enlarged lesions have been conducted
on intensity and deformation analysis [8]. Schmidt et al. proposed a method to
revise lesion segmentation of two successive Magnetic Resonance (MR) exams
to produce a lesion change map [12]. McKinley et al. used their Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) to generate segmentation confidence map of each time
points to identify significant lesion change [9]. Gessert et al. investigated the use
of adapted U-net [11] to segment lesion activity [5,4].

We decided to propose a solution designed for the segmentation of only new
MS lesions based on the use of a U-net like architecture as Gessert et al. methods.
Inspired by the work of Schmidt et al. and McKinley et al. we wanted to use both
time point image segmentations for the prediction of new lesions. We conceived
a model with two CNN part: one Siamese segmentation block and a refinement
block.

Material and methods

Architecture

To segment new lesions, the architecture is conceived to have two parts: one
segmentation block and one refinement block see Fig.1. The segmentation block
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performs segmentation on both T2-fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)
images separately, making the neural network Siamese. The refinement block
concatenates segmentation maps produced for each FLAIR images to predict
the final segmentation of new lesions. In practice, we cannot be sure that the
neural network works as described because of the complexity of such models.

Fig. 1. Proposed architecture with the Siamese improved MPU-net in segmentation
block and the convolutional refinement block.

Segmentation block

To generate lesion segmentation, the MPU-net [3] has been selected. It is a
U-net [11] like architecture with only 3D convolutions, max-pooling and upsam-
pling with approximately 30,000 learnable parameters. The light nature of this
architecture is interesting since the number of learnable parameters is subject to
the curse of dimensionality [2]. The restricted number of parameters also limits
the training and inference costs in time and energy. Big and complex models
can fit random labels [15], and so, can over-fit a whole data set. We expect
light models to have a reduced capacity of memorizing a whole data set and
thus can be constrained to generalize by this fact. To improve the MPU-net,
batch normalization [6] has been added after each convolution and dropout lay-
ers [13] has been added in each block. Those changes improved both stability
and performance of the model.

We wanted the refinement block to work with different levels of abstraction
for a better analysis. The implementation of this idea has been made by fus-
ing the MPU-net and the U-net++ architectures [16]. The U-net++ consists
in adding intermediate decoders with skip-connections between them making
the model deeply supervised. To limit the number of convolutional layers in the
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model and to keep it light, we decided to reduce the number of consecutive con-
volutions in one level of encoder and decoder to 2.

Refinement block

The refinement block takes as input the segmentation maps of all decoders
from the segmentation block on each FLAIR images. It is composed of a dropout
layer and 4 convolution-Batch normalization layers couples.

Pre-processing

Images were previously rigidly co-registered bringing both FLAIR images to a
middle point. In addition to that, the Anima MS longitudinal preprocessing
script1 was used to extract brain and apply N4 bias field correction [14]. Since
images did not have the same resolution, we opt for a resampling to 0.8mm
isometric. The FLAIR image histograms were then standardized [10] and each
image intensity was normalized by subtracting mean and dividing by standard
deviation.

Learning specifications

The architecture has been trained with FLAIR volumes from two time points to
reconstruct each given segmentation (the consensus and 4 different radiologist
segmentation of new lesions). We found that training with all 5 segmentation
ground truths helped the neural network to converge and to find its own consen-
sus. The volumes sent were 56× 56× 56 voxels patches. Patches were randomly
extracted in brain: uniformly for patient with no new lesions; and with a prob-
ability of 80% to contain new lesion voxels for patient with new lesions. The
batch size was set to 40 and epochs were defined to contain 872 patches from
each patient. The model was trained with the Adam optimizer [7] and a learning
rate of 0.004 for 40 epochs. We gradually decreased learning rate by 10% after
each epoch. The Dice loss is used as loss function as in [3].

Testing

On testing time, the neural network predicts 5 segmentation maps for each patch,
but only the consensus prediction is kept. Patches are regularly extracted all over
the volume with an overlap of 28 and spatially averaged. The prediction map
is then resampled at the original resolution and thresholded to keep only voxels
> 0.5 as new lesion voxel.

1 Anima scripts: RRID:SCR 017072 https://anima.irisa.fr
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a pipeline to segment new lesions
in 3D FLAIR sequences of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients. New lesion
identification is an important part of monitoring MS progression over
time and would benefit greatly from being automated due to the time-
consuming nature of identifying new lesions. An ensemble of 5 SC U-Nets
is used with 4-channel patch-based inputs which consist of the time1 and
time2 volumes and attention maps.
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1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic autoimmune neurological disease that attacks
myelinated axons in the central nervous system (CNS). These attacks on the CNS
lead to the appearance of focal lesions in the white matter. Longitudinal magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is routinely used to detect lesions and monitor disease
progression over time. Accurate detection of new MS lesions is important in
determining clinical treatments and future options [4]. Identifying new lesions
in MRIs can be very challenging due to their small size and subtle appearance,
which leads to intra/inter observer variability in manual segmentations [2].

In this work, multi channel 2D patches are extracted from 3D FLAIR MRI,
using longitudinal scans and computed attention maps. Attention maps are gen-
erated using subtraction imaging between time 1 and time 2 scans, which assists
the model in learning temporal differences in MS lesions. Multi channel inputs
are randomly augmented during training of 5 randomly initialized SC U-Net
models [9], and predictions are aggregated to boost performance.

∗Thank you to organizers of the MSSEG-2 Challenge.
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2 Methods

2.1 Pre-Processing

Pre-processing was used to increase similarity between volumes. Anima pre-
processing scripts † were used with Gaussian intensity normalization to produce
brain extracted, bias corrected, and intensity normalized volumes. Negative val-
ues were removed to increase alignment and aid in removal of empty patches.

2.2 Sampling Strategy

A positive difference map is computed by subtracting time1 from time2, and
thresholding the difference above 0. The difference map is then multiplied by
both time points, to create corresponding attention maps. This is inspired by
the work of Sepahvand et al [8], where attention is applied to time1 scans. In
this work, attention is also applied to time2 scans. The use of multiple attention
maps provides a multi-modal input, which has been seen to improve perfor-
mance [6], and increases the quantity of training data. Both time-points and
their respective attention maps are sampled using 64x64x4 patches with 50%
overlap. This localizes small lesions and maintains contextual information [1].
50% overlap was used as it provides a good trade off between performance and
computational expense [3]. To deal with class imbalance, patches were sampled
equally as positive or negative. All volumes were sampled in the sagittal plane.
During batch generation, random affine transformations were applied.

2.3 Models

In this work, a 2D SC U-Net architecture is the base model [9]. 5 randomly ini-
tialized SC U-Nets are trained with random augmentations applied. SC U-Net
implements a modified skip connection from the U-Net to help localize lesions,
alleviate vanishing gradients and improve convergence speed and segmentation
performance as shown by [9]. U-Net ensembles have had success in past white
matter hyperintensity (WMH) segmentation works [5] [7], thus using an im-
proved architecture may improve performance. All 5 SC U-Nets were trained
using generalized dice loss.

The segmentation results from each of the models were aggregated using the
probability map proposed by Li et al [5], and then binarized by thresholding at
0.5.

3 Preliminary Results

The metrics used to determine the performance of preliminary results were the
metrics from the Anima segmentation performance analyzer. The specific formu-
las for these can be found in the MSSEG-2 evaluation criteria. The metrics are
listed in Table 1. Sample pipeline predictions are shown in Fig. 1. An average of
9 false positives were predicted for volumes with no new lesions.

†https://anima.irisa.fr/
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Fig. 1. Sample segmentations compared to the ground truth, for volumes 016, 026 and
069. See Table 1 for corresponding results

4 Discussion

SC U-Nets have been shown to be useful for WMH segmentation as shown by
Wu et al [9]. However, this particular challenge entails detection of new WML.
Based on preliminary results, we found that using a multi channel patch-based
approach with SC U-Nets yields promising segmentations. The use of attention
maps guided the model to learn new lesions. One limitation of using attention
maps derived from the difference between volumes is that growing lesions or CSF
flow-through may appear, resulting in more false positives. Another limitation
is the use of brain extraction, which causes new lesions in the brain stem and/or
spinal cord to be missed.

Table 1. Table containing metrics for test volumes with ground truths.

Case DSC PPV Se Sp S SeL F1 Score

16 0.735 0.799 0.680 1.000 0.259 1.000 0.714

26 0.556 0.728 0.449 1.000 0.178 0.667 0.381

69 0.873 0.873 0.874 1.000 0.001 1.000 0.727

74 0.749 0.864 0.661 1.000 0.300 0.889 0.941

Mean 0.728 0.816 0.666 1.000 0.185 0.889 0.691
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5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we present a method for detecting new lesions in longitudinal
3D FLAIR MRI sequences using an ensemble of 5 SC U-Nets and 2D patch-
based sampling. Preliminary results showed a mean DSC of 0.728 and a limited
number of false positives. The use of multiple attention maps makes the most
of the limited data set by providing spatial and temporal features. Future work
investigating varying loss and sampling along with post-processing may improve
performance.
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Abstract. We propose an automatic solution for the MSSEG-2 challenge to
detect and segment new multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions in T2-FLAIR magnetic
resonance images (MRI). New lesions arising between two time points are one
of the most relevant biomarkers for clinical diagnosis and prognosis of MS dis-
ease progression. Our method relies on a 3D U-net with data augmentation; it
segments all MS lesions for both given FLAIR images. We then subtract the
segmentations from both time points and post-process to achieve our new lesion
count and segmentation.

Keywords: MS Lesion · Detection · Segmentation.

1 Our Contribution

nn-Unet3D Flair Images Lesion
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Analysis of
Lesions &
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of Timepoints

Detection of Novel
Lesions

t0 t1

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of our proposed pipeline for segmenting new MS le-
sions. The 3D MRI images of both timepoints (t0 and t1) are segmented using the nnU-net.
Then the segmentation results are post processed to remove small components. Subsequently,
we subtract the lesions in both timepoints to detect and segment the novel lesions.

This report describes our contribution to the MSSEG-2, MS lesion segmentation
challenge. The challenge has two tasks: 1) the detection of individual new lesions dis-
regarding the accuracy of their contours and 2) the segmentation accuracy of these
new lesions. At the core of our solution to both tasks is a traditional three dimensional
U-Net segmentation. We treat all MS lesions in the images as a binary segmentation
problem and subsequently identify which lesions appear in the later timepoint and
count these individual lesions. Our network architecture is a 3D extension of the tra-
ditional and successful U-Net [1,10,9,7]. Precisely, we use the nnU-net implementation
which has gathered fame in its own [2] and adapt it to our application [4,5].
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2 Implementation Details

Our pipeline for segmenting new MS lesions based on the FLAIR image at two time-
points consists of three stages: image pre-processing, segmentation (nnU-Net), and
post-processing.

2.1 Pre-Processing

Aligning the input images, normalizing the intensity distribution and standardizing
image values is the main intention of the pre-processing step. First, for each patient
we co-register its images into the same spatial space. Second, we co-register the images
of all patients to the MNI atlas resulting in a solution of 1x1x1mm and a size of
193x224x193 pixels. Therefore, we are able to compare between different patients and
enforcing similar data characteristics for an easier training of the model. In order to
focus on the brain region of the image, we skull strip every image with the HD-BET tool
[3] and extract the brain region. After aligning the data and removing irrelevant data,
we normalize the intensities in each image to zero mean and one standard deviation.
Finally, before providing the data to our segmentation network, we standardize each
image to the range [0,1].

2.2 Segmentation U-Net

Our 3D U-Net for segmenting all MS lesions has five stages with each stage having
a convolutional block. Additionally, stages on the same level are connected via a skip
connection. We used instance normalization and a leaky ReLU as the activation func-
tion. As a loss for the network, we used an equally weighted sum of the Dice Loss
and the weighted cross entropy loss. We used on the fly data augmentations such as
random flipping, random rotation along all three axes and shearing. All models are
implemented in Keras using the tensorflow backend. We use the Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 10−4. The network was trained for 400 epochs with a batch size of
2. Since Dice loss provides an edge at handling class imbalance [8,6] and cross-entropy
loss is beneficial for smooth training convergence [11,7], we use both. The total loss
function is as follows:

Ltotal = LDice + LCrossEnt (1)

2.3 Post-Processing

Based on the segmentation of both t0 (segmentation S0 ) and t1 (segmentation S1 ) we
deduce our new lesions. We achieve this by simply subtracting the segmented lesions
from t1 with the lesions already present in t0. To match S0 and S1 we run a connected
component analysis on both segmentation. In addition, we remove all components
which are smaller than 10mm3 to ensure a relevant minimal size of each lesion.

3 Experiments and Results

We train and validate our U-Net on two different datasets.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative results: The first, second, and third columns represent three different
examples for new lesions from different patients. In the first row, we present the prediction
of our segmentation model while the second row shows the ground truth from the challenge
data. We observe that our model effectively learns to detect multiple lesions at the same time.

3.1 Datasets

We obtained one dataset from the challenge including 40 patients with MRI scans
at two timepoints (t0, t1 ), manual segmentation masks of new lesions done by four
different experts and a ground truth which is a majority voting of all experts. The
scans were performed on 15 different scanners (three GE scanners, six Philips and six
Siemens scanner). For each patient the scan t1 was performed between 1 to 3 years after
t0. In addition, we train our model on another dataset with 489 patients which was
collected at the University Hospital rechts der Isar in Munich. In this set each patient
was scanned multiple times, an expert segmented all lesions in the first timepoint t0
and only new lesions in the follow up scans. All scans were done with a Philips Achieva
scanner.

3.2 Experiment

We train our model on the second dataset aquired at the hospital in Munich and fine-
tune the weights with the provided challenge dataset. The validation set consists of 10
patients from the challenge dataset. We chose our model based on the best dice score
on the validation set. We observe a dice score of 42.7 and a detection accuracy of 46.5
for our best model on the validation set. Fig. 2 shows some qualitative results on the
validation dataset.
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Abstract. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease that damages the brain and central 
nervous system. In MS, the myelin sheath covering nerve fibers is attacked by 
the immune system which leads to communication issues between the brain and 
the rest of the body. Thus, the nerves can be either damaged or deteriorated by 
MS disease. MRI data has been widely used for disease diagnosis, patient follow-
up, and monitoring of therapies, namely, having information about MS history. 
Comparing one time point to another using MRI data for delineating new MS 
lesions has been an important marker rather than finding the total number or vol-
ume of MS lesions in recent years. Thus, automatic segmentation of these new 
lesions emerging on the second time-point would help physicians to evaluate the 
patient disease activity. Recently, Deep Learning algorithms have been showing 
a great performance for the segmentation task in the medical field. In this study, 
an encoder-decoder architecture combining the standard U-Net architecture, deep 
residual learning, and Attention gate (AG) was proposed to detect new lesions on 
the second time-point MRI using 2D slices obtained from 3D MR images. The 
MSSEG-2 challenge provides a total of 100 MS patients’ 3D MR images for the 
FLAIR modality where 40 of them are in the training set and 60 of them are in 
the test set, respectively. To process these 3D MR images, the proposed method 
and a slice-based approach were used together to segment new lesions on the 
target time point rather than using a 3D segmentation approach requiring more 
computational power and learning parameters. 

Keywords: Deep residual learning, U-Net, Attention gate, Convolutional neural 
networks, MS activity lesion segmentation, Multiple sclerosis. 

1 Data Preparation 

The MSSEG-2 challenge dataset provides two raw 3D MR images for each patient 
where each has different dimensions. Firstly, the brain skull was removed from the raw 
data since MS lesions appear in the white matter of the brain. Then, early fusion was 
performed on the feature-level coming from both time points as an input for the used 
network architecture. 3D MRI consists of orthogonal plane orientations which provide 
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three views based on its plane orientations. The axial, sagittal, and coronal along the x, 
y, and z axes can be obtained as 2D slices. Each 3D MRI has different resolutions, so 
zero-padding was used to make 512x512 2D slice dimensions. The first time-point and 
second-time point were stacked together to create 2-channel feature mapping from each 
plane orientation. After that, all 2D slices extracted from all directions were concate-
nated together to create a single training input and to use the contextual information 
from all directions. Fig. 1 shows the raw and preprocessed input data for two time points 
with delineated mask data. 

Fig. 1. The raw, preprocessed, and delineated mask images including two-time points for the 
MS segmentation task. 

2 Implementation Details 

There are 40 3D MR images in the training set and only 29 of them have new lesions 
in their second time-point. We split 29 images into the training and validation sets by 
24 and 5, respectively. To prepare input data, each 3D image was divided into its or-
thogonal plane orientations, namely, axial, sagittal, and coronal views. 2 channel input 
feature data was created using each corresponding 2D slice from both time points as 
discussed in the previous section. Keras [1] and TensorFlow [2] libraries were used for 
the model development. The Google Colaboratory [3], which has a Tesla K80 GPU, 
was used for the training procedure. Focal and Dice loss were used together in order to 
handle unbalance labeled data between lesion and background since lesion pixels are a 
very small portion of the whole image. Data augmentation such as flipping and rotating 
was used on the fly using Keras data generator. Fig. 2 shows the whole pipeline for new 
lesion segmentation for MS activity. Firstly, 3D MRIs were converted into their plane 
orientations along the x, y, and z axes. Then, 2D slices of two-time points were fused 
together to create a single input training data for the deep residual U-Net model with 
Attention gate (AG). Predicted 2D slices based on the axial, sagittal, and coronal views 
were converted into the 3D binary segmentation output using the majority voting for 
each view. 
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Fig. 2. The pipeline of new MS lesion segmentation using a slice-based approach. 

3 The Proposed Model Implementation 

The standard U-Net [4], which is an encoder-decoder network with skip connections, 
has shown competitive results in the medical field. Also, Deep residual learning [5] 
uses several residual blocks together where an identity mapping is created earlier to 
handle the performance problem, and skip connections are used to overcome vanishing 
gradients as well. Attention gate [6] is used during concatenating skip connection and 
up sampling to focus more features related to sizes and shapes on the target structure. 
[7] , which concatenates the standard U-Net and Deep residual learning, is one of the
main sources of inspiration of this study. In this study, the standard U-Net, Deep resid-
ual learning, and Attention gate were used together for the MS lesion activity task. This
U-Net architecture compromises encoding, bridge, and decoding parts. In the encoding
part, the feature map from each layer is down sampling by halving the size. In the de-
coding part, the corresponding encoding part, which has a higher dimension, is concat-
enated with the up sampling of the feature maps, which comes from the lower dimen-
sion. The bridge part is responsible for connecting these parts. AG was added between
the corresponding encoding part and the up sampling of features maps coming from the
lower level. Figure 3 shows the detail of the designed network using the input data
formed by the axial, sagittal, and coronal views extracted from each 3D MRI from two-
time points.

Fig. 3. The proposed model using the standard U-Net, Deep residual learning, and Attention 
gate. 
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Abstract. Recently, the performance of automatic Multiple Sclerosis
segmentation methods has been evaluated using lesion-wise detection
metrics (e.g., lesion-wise true positive rate). However, due to the com-
plexity of implementing a differentiable loss function based on such met-
rics, most deep learning methods are trained with traditional voxel-wise
metrics such as the Dice similarity coefficient. In this paper, to address
this issue, we propose to use a convolutional neural network to estimate
lesion-wise metrics from ground truth and predicted masks. Combined
with the Dice Similarity Coefficient, this lesion-wise metric estimation
model is used to optimize our new lesions segmentation method.

Keywords: Metric Learning · New lesion segmentation · Detection Met-
rics.

1 Introduction

The detection of new lesions is an important bio-marker in Multiple Sclero-
sis (MS) that allows clinicians to adapt the patient treatment and assess the
evolution of the disease. Automating new lesion detection can alleviate the clin-
icians workflow. To assess such automatic methods and compare them to expert
segmentation, the research community relies on several segmentation metrics.
Recent works [3] question the relevance of voxel-wise metrics (such as Dice)
compared to detection metrics, which are used for MS diagnostic and clinical
evaluation of the patient evolution. Besides, other works [6] suggest that multi-
ple complementary metrics are needed to provide a better understanding of the
automatic method performance. Deep learning methods have shown encouraging
results in the task of MS segmentation [1, 2]. Many segmentation methods are
optimized by maximizing the Dice between the prediction and ground truth. To
the best of our knowledge, no prior work has successfully implemented a deep
learning loss function based on lesion-wise metrics. In this paper, we propose a
novel metric learning framework designed for lesion-wise metric optimization.
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Fig. 1. The training framework

2 Method and Material

2.1 Method overview

The proposed method uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to estimate
lesion-wise metrics. The CNN is used in addition to classic voxel-wise metrics to
train a segmentation model. As shown in Fig. 1, the training of our new MS lesion
segmentation network is performed with a 4 step cycle. First, the segmentation
network is fed with a concatenation of 3D FLAIR patches relative to the two
time points. As an output, the network predicts the new lesions mask. Second, a
voxel-wise loss is computed from the predicted and the ground-truth new lesions
masks. This segmentation error is estimated using the Dice similarity coefficient:

V oxelWiseloss = 1 −Dice(pred, true) (1)

Third, the lesion-wise metric estimation network produce a lesion-wise loss
term from the predicted and the ground-truth masks. The training of the metric
estimation network is performed separately (see lesion-wise metric estimation
network). Indeed, the weights of this network are frozen during the training of
the segmentation network.

LesionWiseloss = 1 − F (pred, true) (2)

where F(pred,true) is the metric estimation for the prediction and ground-truth
masks.

Fourth, both voxel-wise and lesion-wise loss terms are combined into a total
loss:

Totalloss = V oxelWiseloss + α× LesionWiseloss (3)

This aggregated term is back propagated through the metric estimation network
and back to the segmentation network. The gradient estimated at the level of
the segmentation model can be used to update its weights using an optimization
method (e.g. gradient descent).
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Fig. 2. The lesion-wise metric estimation block

2.2 Lesion-wise metric estimation network

The proposed network is a CNN that predicts an approximation of lesion-wise
metrics from probability masks. As shown in the Fig. 2, the network is composed
of convolutional layers and fully connected layers. This model is trained with
mask pairs (i.e. representing the predicted mask and the ground-truth mask)
and their respective lesion-wise metric. For better network optimization and
metric estimation, the mask pairs should be selected to produce a balanced
distribution of output values in the metric defined range (i.e. in our case, a
balanced distribution of values in the range [0,1]). It is worth mentioning that
the masks are augmented to simulate continuous probability maps. Specifically,
masks are altered with gaussian blur and small random intensity changes. For
this work, the estimation network predicts the lesion-wise F1 score (defined by
the challenge organizers [9]) as the following:

LF1 =
2 × LTPR× LPPV

LTPR+ LPPV
(4)

where LTPR (lesion-wise true positive rate) is the rate of ground truth lesions
that intersect with predicted lesions and LPPV (lesion-wise positive predictive
value) is the rate of predicted lesions that intersect with ground truth lesions.
The mean squared error is used to train this estimation network.

2.3 Data

The dataset provided by the MICCAI 2021 - Longitudinal Multiple Sclerosis Le-
sion Segmentation Challenge [4] was used to train our method. For preprocessing,
our strategy used the docker [5] built with the Anima scripts3 proposed by the
challenge organizers. It includes bias correction, denoising and skull stripping.

3 Implementation details

For the new lesion segmentation, a 3D U-Net architecture similar to the one
proposed by [7] has been selected. As input, the network receives a concatenation
of FLAIR patches of size 643 from the two times points. The model output

3 anima.irisa.fr
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predicts the new lesion mask. Image quality data augmentation [7] is used when
training the new lesion segmentation model. The models are optimized with
Adam [8] using a learning rate of 0.0001 and a momentum of 0.9. We found
empirically that α = 0.2 is a good tradeoff between Dice and the estimation of
LF1.
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Abstract. In order to segment new Multiple Sclerosis (MS) lesions, au-
tomatic methods need longitudinal data to learn the joint information
contained in both time points. However, longitudinal dataset for MS are
expensive and difficult to build. In this paper, we propose an innovative
pipeline to simulate two realistic time points with new MS lesion from a
single FLAIR scan.

Keywords: Synthetic data · New lesion segmentation · Lesion genera-
tion.

1 Introduction

The detection of new lesions is an important bio-marker in Multiple Sclerosis
(MS) that allows clinicians to adapt the patient treatment and assess the evo-
lution of the disease. Recently, the automation of MS segmentation has shown
encouraging results. In some conditions, many techniques showed performance
comparable to clinicians. Those methods use a single time point scan to seg-
ment all appearing lesions at the time of the acquisition. These techniques are
not specialized in the detection of new lesions. Indeed, they repeatedly run the
segmentation process for each time-point to detect the new appearing lesions.
Unlike the human reader, these methods do not jointly exploit the information
contained at each time point. In order to propose automatic methods specifi-
cally designed for the scenario of new lesions detection, it requires a longitudinal
dataset of MS lesions with an evolution in their lesions. The organizers of the
MICCAI 2021 - Longitudinal Multiple Sclerosis Lesion Segmentation Challenge
[5] provided such a dataset. However, training state-of-the-art deep learning al-
gorithms and achieving generalizing results on unseen domains [10, 1, 11] may
require more data. Thus, we propose in this paper an innovative pipeline for
generating synthetic training data suited to the scenario of new lesions detec-
tions. First, we propose a lesion generator model to simulate new lesions on
healthy white matter regions. Second, we propose a lesion inpainting model to
simulate healthy tissue on regions with existing lesions. Finally, we combine the
lesion generator and the lesion inpainting to inpaint two realistic time points
from a single FLAIR scan.
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Fig. 1. Synthetic time points with new MS lesion generation pipeline

2 Method and Material

2.1 Method Overview

The proposed method is based on the simulation of new MS lesions between
two time points. As shown in Fig1, our pipeline generates “on the fly” synthetic
3D FLAIR patches corresponding to two time points and their respective new
lesion masks from a single FLAIR image. The synthetic data is generated in 3
steps. In the first step, a 3D FLAIR patch and its MS lesion mask are randomly
sampled from MS lesion segmentation datasets [3, 4, 2]. Then, this FLAIR patch
and lesion mask are randomly augmented with flipping and rotations. A copy
of the FLAIR patch is performed to represent the two time points. Then, both
identical patches are altered with different data augmentation [7], where noise,
blur, edge enhancement, and subsampling distortion randomly differentiate the
two patches. At this point, the lesion mask from the two synthetic time points
are identical. Thus, there are no new lesions. In the second step, a connected
component operation is used to separate each independent lesion from the lesion
mask. Each lesion is either inpainted (i.e. removed) from one of the time points
or both of them or neither time point. The lesion inpainting model is used to
inpaint the lesion region with hallucinated healthy tissue (see 2.2). Next, the
new lesion mask is constructed from lesion regions that have been kept in the
second time point but not the first one. In the third step, the lesion generator
model is used to simulate synthetic lesion at realistic locations. Synthetic lesions
are generated for one of the time points or both of them (see 2.3). Similarly to
the previous step, the new lesion mask is updated to include only the generated
lesions on the second time point.
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2.2 Lesion Inpainting Model

The lesion inpainting model is trained, independently and priorly to our proposed
pipeline, with randomly selected 3D FLAIR patches which do not contain MS
lesions or white matter hyperintensities. Similarly to [9], the 3D U-Net network
is optimised to reconstruct altered input image. The input patch is corrupted
with inpainting (random regions are replaced with noise) and other alterations.
When the model is trained, it can be used to synthesize healthy regions in lesion
locations that are replaced with random noise.

2.3 Lesion Generator Model

The lesion generator is trained before our proposed pipeline to simulate realistic
lesions. The generator is a 3D U-Net network with two input channels and one
output channel. The first input channel receives an augmented version of 3D
FLAIR patch containing MS lesions where lesions are replaced with random
noise. The second input channel receives the MS lesion mask of the original 3D
FLAIR patch. The output channels predict the original 3D FLAIR patch with
lesions. Thus, the trained model is able to simulate synthetic MS lesion from a
3D patch of FLAIR and its corresponding lesion mask.

2.4 New Lesions Segmentation

For the new lesion segmentation, a 3D U-Net architecture similar to the one
proposed by [7] has been selected. As input, the network receives a concatenation
of FLAIR patches from the two time points. The model output predicts the new
lesion mask. The Dice loss is used during training to quantify similarity between
the ground truth and the predicted mask.

The new lesion model is trained with mini-batches from both the generated
data using the proposed pipeline and the challenge dataset [5]. Specifically in
our implementation, the ratio of the real data from the challenge dataset over
synthetic data in a mini-batch is 1/3. The total loss of the mini-batch is a
weighted combination of the Dice loss of each element. Since challenge data are
considered more reliable compared to synthetic data, a weight of 1/3 is attributed
to synthetic data Dice loss whereas a weight of 1 is selected for challenge data.

2.5 Data

The dataset provided by the MICCAI 2021 - Longitudinal Multiple Sclerosis Le-
sion Segmentation Challenge [5] was used to train our method. For preprocessing,
our strategy used the docker [6] built with the Anima scripts proposed by the
challenge organizers. It includes bias correction, denoising and skull stripping.
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3 Implementation Details

The networks are trained with FLAIR patches of size 643. Image quality data
augmentation [7] is used when training the new lesion segmentation model. The
models are optimized with Adam [8] using a learning rate of 0.0001 and a mo-
mentum of 0.9.
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Abstract. Recently, deep learning methods achieved remarkable results
in highly controlled medical imaging studies. However, these methods fail
to generalize to new images coming from different sources than training
data. In this work, we use image quality data augmentation for training
a robust new multiple sclerosis lesion segmentation model.
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1 Introduction

The detection of new lesions is an important bio-marker in Multiple Sclerosis
(MS) that allows clinicians to adapt the patient treatment and assess the evolu-
tion of the disease.

Similarly to other medical imaging tasks, Deep Learning (DL) methods will
undeniably be extensively explored to automate the segmentation of new MS
lesions from two time-points FLAIR. These techniques have already shown re-
markable performance for MS lesion segmentation in controlled evaluation con-
ditions (see [2, 3]). However, clinical use of DL based methods is still limited
mainly because of their poor generalization on new data coming from medical
sites that have not been covered during training [8, 1, 9].

Recent works [11] showed that applying extensive data augmentation during
training enhances the robustness of the method. Thus, we use the Image Quality
Data Augmentation (IQDA) [6] in order to improve the generalization ability of
our proposed new lesion segmentation model.

2 Method and Material

2.1 Image Quality Data Augmentation

The quality of the MRI greatly varies between datasets. In fact, the quality of
the images depends on several factors such as signal to noise ratio, contrast to
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noise ratio, resolution or slice thickness. To address this issue, we use a data
augmentation strategy, originally proposed in [6], which considers image qual-
ity disparity. During training, we simulate “on the fly” altered versions of 3D
patches. We randomly introduce at each iteration either blur, edge enhancement,
or axial subsampling distortion (2D FLAIR are usually acquired along the ax-
ial direction). For the blur, a gaussian kernel is used with a randomly selected
standard deviation ranging between [0.5, 1.75]. For edge enhancement, we use
unsharp masking with the inverse of the blur filter. For axial subsampling dis-
tortion, we simulate acquisition artifacts that can result from the varying slice
thickness. We use a uniform filter (a.k.a mean filter) on the axial direction with
a size of [1 × 1 × sz] where sz ∈ 2, 3, 4. Ground truth is kept the same as the
original version. This process reduces the domain bias when learning to extract
relevant features caused by data variability.

2.2 New lesions Segmentation

As input, the network receives a concatenation of FLAIR patches from the two
time-points augmented with IQDA. The model output predicts the new lesion
mask. The Dice similarity loss is used during training to quantify similarity
between the ground truth and the predicted mask.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the used U-Net architecture. Each block is composed of group
normalization (GN), Convolution (Conv) and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation.

As shown in Fig. 1, the network architecture is a 3D U-Net composed of a
downsampling part and an upsampling one, linked with one another by skip con-
nections at the multiple scales. Dropout with 0.5 rate is used after max-pooling
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layers to prevent the overfitting of our model to the training data. We used
Group Normalization (GN) [10] with 8 groups before each convolution which is
adapted for small batch size. We have chosen Rectified Linear Units (ReLu) to
introduce non linearity after convolution layers. The model is optimized with
Adam [7] using a learning rate of 0.0001 and a momentum of 0.9.

2.3 Data

The dataset provided by the MICCAI 2021 - Longitudinal Multiple Sclerosis
Lesion Segmentation Challenge [4] was used to train our method. The challenge
dataset features a total of 100 MS patients. For each patient two 3D FLAIR
sequence time-point have been acquired spaced apart by a 1 to 3 years period.
Dataset has been split into 40 patients for training and 60 patients for testing.
A total of 15 different MRI scanners were used. However, all images from GE
scanners have been reserved only to the testing set to see the generalizability of
the algorithms. Reference segmentation on these data was defined by a consensus
of 4 expert neuroradiologists.

For preprocessing, our strategy used the docker [5] built with the Anima
scripts proposed by the challenge organizers. It includes bias correction, denois-
ing and skull stripping.
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Abstract. New lesion prevalence in patients brains during two time points 

shows a significant importance when evaluating patient’s anti-inflammatory 

clinical therapy. Therefore, allowing clinicians to examine new lesion burden in 

an ongoing patient’s therapy would be a major advancement in clinical practice. 

We carried out an automated detection of new brain lesions using convolutional 

neural network with double pathway architecture. We propose double pathway 

architecture due to its ability to evaluate input image through both – a highly 

detailed as well as voluminous processing. Double pathway architecture con-

currently examines miniature but detailed and expanded but ambiguous input 

segments and intertwines the result through a fully connected convolutional 

neural network block. For new brain lesion detection application, we evaluated 

and determined numerous parameter and architecture assemblies and finished 

with the most prominent. Model training and testing was carried out on training 

dataset provided by MICCAI 2021 - Longitudinal Multiple Sclerosis Lesion 

Segmentation Challenge [1], [2]. Extensive evaluations demonstrated promising 

results and therefore a chance to participate for MSSEG-2 Challenge. 

Keywords: convolutional neural network, double pathway, lesion detection. 

1 Introduction 

Brain disorders are conditions that have been taken into thorough examination due to 

high social and economic impact they have. Progressive exploration and fact-finding 

analysis regarding brain structure has been made possible with exploitation of new 

technology and advancements in medicine and machine learning.  

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a neurodegenerative disease, characterized by lesions, 

presented as focal areas of demyelination and inflammation, usually visible in brains’ 

white matter. Imaging biomarkers, such as: brain lesion number, volume or load; 

represent a crucial criterion while assessing MS disease progression [3], [4]. MR im-

aging in conjunction with deep learning applications enables one of the most im-

portant aspects in diagnosing disease progression by performing brain lesion detection 

and segmentation. Providing clinical practitioners with automated lesion detection in 

patients brain ensures that patients diagnosis, and treatment, is backed up by measur-

able data and is not entirely reliant on doctor’s knowledge and experience. 

While lesion segmentation on its own is an important aspect of MS progression, an 

even more viable imaging biomarker is new lesion formation between two timepoints, 
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a baseline and a follow-up [5]. Improving patients’ condition through a MS treatment 

would result in less – or none, new lesion making. Contrary, improper MS therapy 

could yield more lesion creation, resulting in serious disease progression. Therefore, 

detailed, and automated baseline-to-follow-up analysis could be a major advancement 

in clinical practice regarding MS disease treatment. 

2 Method and materials 

2.1 Model overview 

Proposed convolutional neural network (CNN) consists of parallel pathways combin-

ing both high and low resolution for input image segmentation. Two parallel path-

ways - hence the name double pathway CNN [6]. 

Double pathway (DP) CNN architecture enables concurrent examination of input 

image through two branches and joining the results with the final fully connected 

block. An input to DP is provided by extracting image patches, much smaller than 

original image size. Extracted patch is then processed to fit both high- and low- reso-

lution pathways. For convenience name, mentioned extracted patch will be referenced 

as a large patch. 

First branch of DP architecture is considered a high-resolution one. Input to the 

pathway is an image patch, extracted by center cropping the large patch. By only 

utilizing a crop augmentation, image resolution stays the same as input image, but 

patch size is reduced by the crop dimension. The patch processing results in a much 

smaller patch of high resolution. 

Second branch of DP architecture is considered a low-resolution one. Input to this 

pathway is an image patch, extracted by down sampling the large patch. By utilizing 

down sampling, image resolution is compromised and is therefore lesser than original 

image. In contrast to first DP pathway, this patch extraction provides a much greater 

field of view, with downside of bad resolution, defined by down sample parameter. 

Both first and second branch are joint together at the end, where a fully connected 

block is used. Both branches provide unique aspects of input data and in conjunction 

with classification layer, they are performing the segmentation task. See Fig. 1 

Fig. 1. Double pathway CNN architecture [6]. 
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CNN architecture is predefined by total number of convolutional layers and their 

retrospective feature map count. Basic setup is upgraded through trial-and-error train-

ing and validation process. 

2.2 Training overview 

To achieve reliable and valid results, input data must have a proper preprocessing 

pipeline. For MSSEG-2 challenge task this conducted to image reorientation, atlas 

registration, image normalization and crop augmentation, described by Table 1. 

Table 1. Data preprocessing steps. 

1. Image re-orientation To RAI orientation. 

2. Atlas registration To common space. 

3. Image normalization Rescale intensities to [0, 1]. 

4. Crop augmentation Crop image to fit CNN architecture 

Double pathway model requires proper patch extraction for input images and la-

bels. Receptive field of CNN application depends on patch centers and its’ size. It is 

an important aspect that determines final model performance. A task of new lesion 

detection requires a very detailed look on input image to detect small-scale changes, 

as well as robustness to not mark any pre-existing lesions. To achieve the most prom-

inent result for specific task, patch centers were sampled subsequently with what we 

propose is a “reinforced centers” sampling. 

Reinforced centers provide the CNN model with patches that meet certain condi-

tion. All other patches are discarded during training. With this approach, the conse-

quence of small number of new lesions is leveled out and enables efficient and up-

graded model training. 

Extensive training protocols resolved in patch extraction and training parameters 

summed up in a Table 2. 

Table 2. Double pathway CNN model parameters. 

Parameter description Value 

Patch size – large [97, 97, 97] (x, y, z) 

High resolution - crop dimension [33, 33, 33] (x, y, z) 

Low resolution - down sample step [3, 3, 3] (x, y, z) 

Number of patches – training 288 + reinforced centers 

Number of patches – inference 2304 

High resolution – nr. convolutional layers 7 

Low resolution – nr. convolutional layers 8 

Fully connected – nr. convolutional layers 2 

High resolution – feature maps [30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90] 

Low resolution – feature maps [30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100] 

Fully connected – feature maps [300, 300] 
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Abstract. Automated segmentation of new multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions in 3D MRI

data is an essential prerequisite for monitoring and quantifying MS progression. Manual

delineation of such lesions is laborious, time-consuming, and expensive especially because

raters need to deal with 3D images and several modalities. In this paper, we propose a

3D encoder-decoder architecture with residual blocks for the longitudinal segmentation

of MS lesions. Due to a limited training set and the class imbalance problem, we apply

intensive data augmentation and use deep supervision to train our model.

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis · Lesion segmentation · U-Net · Pre-activation block.

1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a common chronic, autoimmune demyelinating disease of the central

nervous system (CNS), which causes inflammatory lesions in the brain, particularly in white

matter (WM). Multi-parametric MRI is widely used to diagnose and assess MS lesions in clin-

ical practice. Particularly, FLuid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) images, distinguish

white matter lesions appearing as high-intensity regions. It is highly relevant to monitor lesion

activities, especially the appearance of new lesions and the enlargement of existing lesions, for

various purposes, including prognosis and follow-up. Lesional changes between two longitudinal

MRI scans from an MS patient are the most important markers for tracking disease progression

and inflammatory changes. In particular, the accurate segmentation of new lesions is an essen-

tial prerequisite to quantify them and measure features, such as lesion volume and location.

However, manual identification of such lesions is tedious, time-consuming, and expensive espe-

cially because experts need to deal with 3D images and several modalities; therefore, accurate

computer-assisted methods are needed to automatically perform this task.

Longitudinal MS lesion segmentation is, however, very challenging since MS images often

change subtly over time within a patient, and new lesions can be very small although they vary

dramatically in shape, structure, and location across patients. MSSEG-2 [11, 22] aims to develop
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FLAIR 1 FLAIR 2 Ground Truth Prediction

Fig. 1 FLAIR images along with the corresponding ground truth and predictions for typical MS cases.

effective data-driven algorithms for the segmentation of new MS lesions by providing a dataset

of 40 3D FLAIR images acquired at two time points (with varying intervals) and registered in

the intermediate space between the two time points. For each case, new lesions are manually

annotated by multiple raters, and the consensus ground truths are obtained through a voxel-wise

majority voting (see Figure 11).

Over the past decade, convolution neural networks (CNNs) with an encoder-decoder ar-

chitecture, known as U-Net [33], have dominated medical image segmentation. In contrast to a

hand-crafted approach, U-Net can automatically learn high-level task-specific features for MS

lesion segmentation. This work proposes a 3D U-Net architecture with pre-activation ResNet

blocks [44,55] for the segmentation of new lesions. We use deep supervision [66] and perform inten-

sive data augmentation to effectively train our models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 22 briefly reviews relevant semantic seg-

mentation techniques. Section 33 presents our approach to longitudinal MS lesion segmentation.

Experiments are presented in Section 4.24.2. We conclude this paper in Section 55.
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2 Related work

Over the past few years, considerable efforts have been made in the development of fully convolu-

tional neural networks for semantic segmentation. Encoder-decoder architectures, in particular

U-Net [33] and its variants, are dominant in the segmentation of brain lesions. nnU-Net [77]

makes minor modifications to the standard 3D U-Net [88], automatically configuring the key

design choices. It has been successfully applied to many medical image segmentation tasks, in-

cluding longitudinal MS lesion segmentation [99]. Aslani et al. [1010] propose a deep architecture

made up of multiple branches of convolutional encoder-decoder networks that perform slice-

based MS lesion segmentation. La Rosa et al. [1111] propose a U-Net-like model, to automatically

segment cortical and white matter lesions based on 3D FLAIR and MP2RAGE images. Gessert

et al. [1212] address longitudinal segmentation of new and enlarged lesions using a two-path CNN

that jointly processes two FLAIR images from two time points.

3 Method

In this section, we describe the proposed encoder-decoder architecture, called Pre-U-Net, and

its building blocks.

3.1 Overall Architecture

The overall architecture, as shown in Figure 22, follows a U-Net-like style made up of encoder and

decoder parts. A 3× 3× 3 convolution is used as the stem layer. The network takes a 2-channel

image of size 128 × 128 × 128 and outputs a probability map with the same spatial size. The

network has 4 levels, at each of which in the encoder (decoder), the input tensor is downsampled

(upsampled) by a factor of two while the number of channels is doubled (halved). Downsampling

and upsampling are performed via strided convolution and transposed convolution, respectively.

The kernel size of all downsamplers and upsamplers is 3× 3× 3. We use deep supervision at the

three highest resolutions in the decoder, applying pointwise convolutions to get three auxiliary

logit tensors.

3.2 Pre-activation ResNet Block

Pre-activation ResNet block [55] is the cornerstone of our U-Net model. This block is composed of

two 3×3×3 convolutions, each of which follows LeakyReLU activation and Group Normalization

[1313] (with a group size of 8). A 1 × 1 × 1 convolution may be used in the shortcut connection

to match the input dimension with the output dimension of the residual mapping. For future

reference, we call the resulting model Pre-U-Net.

4 Experiments

All the models are implemented using PyTorch [1414] and PyTorch Lighting [1515] frameworks

and trained on NVIDIA P100 GPUs. We evaluate the performance of Pre-U-Net for MS lesion
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Fig. 2 The proposed encoder-decoder architecture. The two lower-resolution auxiliary maps are only

used in the training phase as deep supervisions.

segmentation on the MSSEG-2 dataset. We follow the same training workflow in all the experi-

ments. In the following, we first provide the details of this workflow, then present the evaluation

protocol and the results.

4.1 Setup.

Preprocessing. For each patient, we first concatenate the two FLAIR images to form a 2-channel

3D image as the input. Each image and its ground truth are then cropped with a minimal box

filtering out zero regions. MSSEG-2 data are heterogeneous in the sense the images may be

acquired with different protocols using different scanners, making intensity values greatly vary

across patients and even across time points within the same patient. Therefore, we normalize

each image channel-wise using z-score to have intensities with zero mean and unit variance.

Moreover, all the images and their ground truths are then resampled to the same voxel spacing
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0.6 mm3 using trilinear interpolation. Finally, we crop random 128 × 128 × 128 patches and

perform oversampling from lesion regions such that 50% of the patches contain some lesion to

cope with the class imbalance problem.

Data Augmentation. To reduce overfitting caused by data insufficiency and heterogeneity, it

is crucial to perform an effective data augmentation workflow before feeding the data into the

network. More specifically, we apply spatial transforms, including random affine and random

flip along all axes, and intensity transforms, including random Gaussian noise, random Gaus-

sian smoothing, random intensity scaling and shifting, random bias field, and random contrast

adjusting. All the transforms are computed on the fly on CPU using MONAI library [1616].

Optimization. All networks are trained for 100k steps with batch size 2 (each batch is processed

on one GPU) using AdamW optimizer with the initial learning rate of 1e−5, weight decay

of 1e−2, and a cosine annealing scheduler. The loss function is the sum of soft Dice [1717] and

Focal loss [1818]. The three deep supervision outputs and the corresponding downsampled ground

truths are used for loss computation. The training objective is the weighted mean of the losses

at all resolutions, with the weights being 1, 0.5, and 0.25 at resolutions 1283, 643, and 323,

respectively.

Inference. A test image in the inference is first subjected to z-score intensity normalization and

resampled to a voxel spacing of 0.6 mm3. The prediction is then made using a sliding window

approach with a 50% overlap and a window size of 128 × 128 × 128 (same as the patch size

used in training). We resample the resulting logit tensor back to the original voxel spacing and

finally threshold it to obtain a binary segmentation map.

4.2 Results

The proposed model, Pre-U-Net, has 26.3 million trainable parameters. We performed 5-fold

cross-validation to estimate how capable Pre-U-Net is in generalizing to unseen data. The metric

values are reported in Table 11. In particular, we could achieve a Dice score of 0.62 and a

sensitivity of 0.58. The smaller value of sensitivity and higher value of specificity indicate a

tendency to undersegmentation, which is attributed to the problem of class imbalance and

insufficient data. Figure 11 shows the results of our model on representative MS cases.

5 Conclusion

We devised a U-Net-like architecture consisting of pre-activation blocks, called Pre-U-Net, for

longitudinal MS lesion segmentation. We successfully trained our models by using data augmen-

tation and deep supervision, alleviating the problem of data insufficiency and class imbalance.

We evaluated the effectiveness of Pre-U-Net on the MSSEG-2 dataset, achieving a Dice score of

≈ 0.62 and sensitivity of ≈ 0.58 in segmenting new white matter lesions in 3D FLAIR images

from an MS patient.
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Table 1 Summary statistics of 5-Fold cross-validation scores for Pre-U-Net on the MSSEG-2 dataset.

Dice (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Mean 62.46 57.67 99.99

SD 36.11 37.40 0.00

Median 72.38 63.78 99.99

25th quantile 39.05 24.92 99.99

75th quantile 100.00 100.00 100.00
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A UNet Pipeline for Segmentation of New MS
Lesions

Cory Efird, Dylan Miller, and Dana Cobzas

MacEwan University, Edmonton AB, Canada

Abstract. A pipeline for the second multiple sclerosis segmentation
challenge (MSSEG-2) hosted by MICCAI is proposed. Two FLAIR im-
ages taken at different time-points are used as a multi-channel input to
a 3D CNN to detect new lesions. Patch sampling strategies are adopted
to keep the input volume shape manageable in terms of memory require-
ments. To further improve results, multiple models and patch orienta-
tions are ensembled. Performance is evaluated against nn-UNet.

Keywords: Multiple Sclerosis · Segmentation · Deep Learning

1 Method

The proposed method uses a 3D convolutional neural network (CNN) to detect
new multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions in FLAIR images taken at two different time-
points. We have chosen a relatively simple approach where both time-points are
used as a multi-channel input to the CNN. This is viable due to the accurate
co-registration that was performed between the two time-points. As a result,
the network is able to produce spatio-temporal features early in the first few
layers. The network is trained using patches that are randomly sampled from
brain volumes. At inference time, predictions are generated for evenly spaced
overlapping patches that cover the entire volume. Afterward, the patches are
combined by interpolating the overlapping regions.

A survey of MS lesion segmentation with convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) was recently published [1], which guided the development of our method.
Furthermore, the success of the nn-UNet pipeline [3] influenced the pipeline de-
sign, and served as a baseline method for comparisons.

1.1 Data Processing

Pre-Processing First, the standard processing package that is provided by the
contest organizers is applied. This includes brain extraction, bias field correction,
and masking of non-brain image regions. The processing is extended with the
following steps: All images are re-sampled to a target spacing that is close to
1×1×1mm3, with a tolerance of 0.11mm for each axis. The tolerance allows for
integer multiples and divisions of the original spacing to be preferred (e.g. a
spacing of 0.45mm is resampled to 0.9mm). The volumes are cropped to the
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bounding box of the brain mask. At this point, augmentations are applied to
training data. Finally, the intensity of the FLAIR images is adjusted by clipping
values below the 0.05th and above the 99.5th percentiles, and then transforming
the remaining values onto the range [−1, 1].

Augmentation A number of spatial and intensity augmentations implemented
in the TorchIO package [2] are applied to the training data before intensity nor-
malization. First, a random volume orientation is chosen. The volume axes may
be permuted or flipped so that 48 orientations are possible. If a spatial aug-
mentation is applied (p=0.75), it is either an elastic deformation (p=0.2), or
an affine transformation (p=0.8). Intensity augmentations include procedurally
generated bias fields (p=0.5), modifying gamma by raising image values to a ran-
dom power (p=0.8), a random blur kernel (p=0.2), and random high-frequency
noise (p=0.35).

1.2 Implementation

Patch Extraction During training, patches with a size of 96×96×96 are sam-
pled from random locations in the brain volume. A weighted volume is used to
set the relative probability that a voxel will be chosen as the center of a patch.
Voxels that are background, brain, and lesion have probabilities of 0, 1, and 100
respectively.

Model Our network architecture is a standard 3D UNet with 6 layers and
residual blocks (Figure 1). The number of feature maps are linearly increased
by 40 every 2 downsampling operations, as opposed to the common doubling
approach. This saved many parameters without harming segmentation perfor-
mance. Adding an anti-aliasing step when downsampling was shown to improve
shift-invariance for classification tasks [5]. Anti-aliased convolutions with a stride
of 2 are used for upsampling and downsampling to test this operation in a seg-
mentation setting.

Loss Function A recent review of segmentation loss functions reported that a
combination of dice and distribution-based loss functions is most reliable [4]. We
adopt a commonly used hybrid of logistic and dice losses, which is formulated
as follows:

L = 1
C

∑C
c=1

[
− 1

N

N∑
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gn,c log pn,c
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]

Training Five models are trained for cross validation. For each model 4 folds
make up 32 participants in the training set, and the remaining fold has 8 par-
ticipants for validation. The SGD optimizer is used with a batch size of 4 and a
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Fig. 1. Proposed model architecture. The convolutional block has a typical [Conv →
BN→ ReLU]×2 local topology. A residual path has a single convolution to match the
number of output channels. Feature maps are channel-wise concatenated when blocks
have multiple input connections.

learning rate of 0.001. Training was halted if there was no improvement in mean
dice score across the validation subjects for 2000 iterations, which resulted in an
average of 7000 iterations per model. To train all models it took 330 hours on
Tesla V100 GPUs with 32GB of RAM. The code was written using the PyTorch
framework.

Inference To generate final predictions, a sliding window extracts patches with
a 50% overlap across the entire volume. Due to the overlap, there are 8 patches
which contribute to a voxel. Additionally, 8 patch flips are passed into the model
and ensembled, and then all 5 models from the cross validation are ensembled
at test time. In total there are 5 · 8 · 8 = 320 forward passes through the model
that contribute to every voxel.

2 Results

The commonly used Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) is reported, however, it
has shortcomings when evaluating lesion segmentation. For subjects with no
lesions, DSC is undefined. To handle this we let DSC=1 if the model correctly
predicts no lesions, and DSC=0 if the model predicts even a single lesion voxel.
A more robust test [6] was re-implemented to obtain precision, recall, and F1
measures for lesion detection. The performance on the test set has not been
released at the time of writing this paper. Instead, single-model cross validation
results are reported in Table 1, and 3D surface renderings of lesion segmentations
are displayed in figure 2. In summary, our pipeline has a high detection recall,
but lower precision when compared to nn-UNet.
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Pipeline
Detection

F1
Detection
Precision

Detection
Recall

Dice

nn-UNet 0.77 0.70 0.55 0.50
Ours 0.71 0.58 0.88 0.54

Table 1. Mean detection F1, precision, recall, and dice scores for all 40 participants.
Lesion segmentations were produced by the model where the participant was in the
validation set.

Fig. 2. 3D surface rendering of segmentation results for subjects 095, 057, 094 and 026
(from top to bottom row). Detection precision (P), and detection recall (R) is displayed
for predictions from nn-UNet and our pipeline.
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Abstract. We present a method for new lesion segmentation in T2/FLAIR
sequences which is based on the 2D U-Net. Our approach processes the
3D volumes slice-wise, across the coronal, axial, and sagittal planes. The
final new lesion segmentation mask is then obtained by aggregating the
3D segmentation masks from all three orientations.

1 Introduction

The objective of the MSSEG-2 challenge is the detection and segmentation of
new MS lesions by comparing one time point of a patient’s T2/FLAIR sequence
to another. The provided data consists of 100 pairs of 3D FLAIR volumes, each
corresponding to two scans acquired at different time points (1-3 years apart)
of the same patient. 40 of these datasets image pairs are provided as a training
set, together with the new lesion ground truth mask. The remaining 60 volumes
are kept for testing the submitted models.

The performance of the submitted models is evaluated in terms of (a) their
ability to detect new lesions measured by an F1 score and (b) the segmentation
accuracy of the new lesions, measured by the Dice score.

We here present our approach to the challenge, which uses as a base model
a U-Net [1] architecture. It is trained on 2D slices from the coronal, axial, and
sagittal planes and aggregates the predictions of each orientation to obtain the
final segmentation.

We submit two segmentation pipelines, A and B, that use the same
model architecture but make use of different data: while the model in pipeline
A is trained only on the official training data, we use additional datasets for
training the model in pipeline B, as described below. Besides this difference, the
two pipelines are identical.

2 Data and Preprocessing

For training the model in pipeline A, we use only the official training data from
the MSSEG-2 challenge, consisting of 3D FLAIR sequences from 40 patients
acquired at two different points in time. The two time point volumes of each

? equal contribution
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patient have already been transformed onto a common middle point through
rigid registration. See https://portal.fli-iam.irisa.fr/msseg-2/data/ for
more information on the dataset.

For the model in pipeline B, we add our own datasets to the official training
data, consisting of pairs of 3D FLAIR images from 46 patients.

We apply the following preprocessing steps: (1) affine registration of each
pair of FLAIR images to the MNI template using the ANTs processing toolbox,
(2) cropping the FOV close to the brain, (3) resampling the volume to 256 x 256
x 256 voxels, and (4) pixel normalization through mean subtraction and division
by the standard deviation.

To increase the generalization ability of the model, data augmentation is
performed on the preprocessed 3D volumes, including contrast augmentation,
rotations, flipping across the three orthogonal planes, elastic deformations, and
bias field augmentation.

3 Model
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coronal 
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Fig. 1. Segmentation process using our triplanar U-Net, previously trained on slices
from all three orthogonal planes. The 3D FLAIR input volumes are sliced along the
coronal, axial, and sagittal planes and grouped together in pairs of corresponding slices.
For each of the three orientations, the segmentation is now performed independently:
(i) each slice pair is given as a two-channel 2D input to the triplanar U-Net and (ii) the
resulting single-channel 2D segmentation masks are reassembled to 3D volumes. In the
final step, the three 3D segmentations are aggregated to yield the final segmentation.

The basis of our fully convolutional neural network, which we refer to as
triplanar U-Net, is a 2D U-Net [1]. It has two input channels with corresponding
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slices, either axial, coronal or sagittal, from the two different time points of each
patient. The output of the model is a single-channel 2D binary mask, representing
the segmentation of the new lesions found in the corresponding slice.

We note that similar triplanar U-Net architectures have been suggested be-
fore, for instance, in [2] and [3]. However, a major difference of our approach is
the training of a single U-Net on slices from all orientations (opposed to training
three orientation-specific U-Nets).

3.1 Training

We train the triplanar U-Net on batches, each combining a total of 20 axial,
coronal, and sagittal slices from different patient volumes for robustness. For the
updates of the model weights, we use stochastic gradient descent with momentum
and an initial learning rate of 0.0001, which is reduced when the validation loss
plateaus. Training is performed until the validation loss stops decreasing, which
was the case after around 100 epochs.

Loss function In addition to the Dice loss, we use a TopK cross-entropy loss [4]
to focus on the hard cases. The combined loss function is the sum of the Dice
loss and the TopK loss.

Cross validation We train the triplanar U-Net on five different folds, for each
of which we hold out 20% of the training data for validation.

3.2 Inference

The segmentation process at inference is depicted in Figure 1. From the two 3D
FLAIR images of each patient, three datasets are created, consisting of pairs
of axial, coronal, and sagittal slices, respectively. For each such dataset, seg-
mentation is performed slice-wise with the triplanar U-Net, resulting in a set of
single-channel 2D masks, which are then reassembled to a 3D binary mask. The
combined segmentation is obtained by aggregating the three individual masks
through majority voting.

Ensemble average At test time, we perform inference with the models trained
on the five folds. The predictions are averaged across the folds to yield the final
prediction.

3.3 Implementation

The model is implemented and trained in Python using the PyTorch package.
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Segmentation of New MS Lesions with Tiramisu
and 2.5D Stacked Slices
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Abstract. White matter lesion segmentation from magnetic resonance
images (MRIs) is an important task in multiple sclerosis (MS) studies.
To better understand the disease progression, quantitative analysis of
lesions between different time-points is essential. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel method for segmentation of new MS lesions. We use a fully
convolutional neural network (CNN) to segment MS lesions from dif-
ferent time-points. We stack slices from 3 different orthogonal views to
achieve a 2.5D method which provides both local and global information
for segmentation. We also apply an augmentation strategy for domain
generalization to increase the learning ability of model from the source
domain to the target domain.

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis · Segmentation · Domain Generalization
· Deep learning.

1 Introduction

Magnetic resonance images (MRIs) are widely used to quantitatively analyze
white matter lesions in Multiple Sclerosis (MS) patients. However, the segmen-
tation of MS lesions is a challenging task, both for human experts and for auto-
mated algorithms. This is mainly due to the large variability of lesion appearance,
shape and location among different subjects as well as scanners and acquisition
protocols. Accurate segmentation methods with good generalizability are thus
desirable, and deep learning methods have dominated this field in recent years
[2].

Quantifying new MS lesions is of particular interest for identifying recent
disease activity. Based on our previous work [3], we propose to use 2.5D stacked
slices and Tiramisu network for new lesion segmentation.

2 Materials and Method

2.1 Dataset and pre-processing

The MSSEG-2 challenge dataset1 contains 100 MS patients, and each patient
has FLAIR images at 2 different time-points. The gap between the two time-
points is 1-3 years. The images are scanned by 15 different scanners (1.5T or 3T)

1 https://portal.fli-iam.irisa.fr/msseg-2/
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Fig. 1. Network architecture of the proposed framework.

and split into training/testing set as 40/60. The pre-processing is performed by
Anima2 as suggested by the challenge organizers. This includes brain extraction
at each time point and masking the FLAIR images with the union of the masks
from both time points, as well as bias correction.

2.2 2.5D stacked slices

Our 2.5D stacked slices [3] can be split into 2 parts: (1) stack of slices and (2)
2.5D. A stack of slices is defined as a center slice and its adjacent slices where
the center slice must contain at least one voxel of lesion mask. The local context
from the adjacent slices helps improve the segmentation accuracy. The term 2.5D
is defined as stacked slices along three orthogonal planes, i.e., axial, sagittal and
coronal, providing global context. Compared to 3D patches, our 2.5D stacked
slices thus allow both local and global information during training with only
modest computational requirements for training.

2.3 Network architecture

Fig. 1 shows the network architecture which is adopted from the Tiramisu model
[1]. The model takes concatenation of MRIs from different time-points as input
and outputs the segmentation of new lesions. Further details of how we adapt
this architecture for MS segmentation can be found in [3].

Our network consists of a downsampling path, an upsampling path and skip
connections between the paths. In the downsampling path, a convolutional layer
(CONV) and 5 dense blocks (DB) are used to extract the feature maps. The
goal of the transition down blocks (TD) is to make various resolutions of the
feature maps. Upsampling path is symmetric to the downsampling path except
for replacing TD blocks with TU blocks. Upsampling path fuses the information
from skip connections and the downsampling path. Before outputting the final
segmentation, a Tanh layer is applied.

We used L2 loss for training the networks, defined as LL2
= |F (X) − Y |2

where X is the inputs of all available modalities and F (·) represents the function
of the neural network. Y is the training lesion mask which is the ‘ground truth’.

2 https://anima.irisa.fr/
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The L2 loss is able to provide a good trade-off between recall and precision, both
voxel-wise and lesion-wise [3].

2.4 Data augmentation

We hypothesize that the data augmentation would help to close the gap between
datasets from different sites, leading to more robust MS lesion segmentation. We
thus randomly apply data transformations during the training process. These can
be classified into three categories:

– Image quality augmentation. Image quality is associated with resolution
and noise level. We randomly (1) blur, p = 0.2, (2) down-sample, p = 0.1,
(3) sharpen, p = 0.2, (4) add Gaussian noise, p = 0.2.

– Image intensity distribution augmentation. To accommodate the dif-
ferent image appearance between MRIs from different sites, we randomly
(1) apply Contrast Limited Adaptive Equalization (CLAHE), p = 0.2, (2)
adjust brightness and contrast, p = 0.2, (3) apply radial gradient brightness,
p = 0.2, (4) apply horizontal or vertical gradient brightness, p = 0.2.

– Spatial augmentation. We use spatial augmentations to deal with the
high variability of lesion size and shape. We randomly (1) assign an aspect
ratio in the range [0.5, 2] if the original ratio is near 1.0, with the probability
p = 0.2, (2) reshape based on the ratio, p = 0.8, (3) rotate with angle in
[1◦, 45◦], p = 0.3, (4) distort image, p = 0.3 (5) scale, p = 0.3, (6) crop the
image into the training size (128×128), (7) flip, p = 0.3 and (8) transpose,
p = 0.3. All MRIs and lesion masks for a given subject/time-point undergo
the same spatial-based augmentations.

2.5 Implementation details

The Adam optimizer was used with a momentum term of 0.5 and an initial
learning rate of 0.0002. The learning rate was left at the initial value for the first
100 epochs, and then dropped to 0 in 300 epochs. Furthermore, a 5-fold validation
strategy was applied. We evaluated the model every 10 epochs and the one with
the best Dice + F1 score was chosen as the best model. To get robust predictions,
we ensembled all 5-fold models and used models from different settings. For
example, we train models with or without augmentations, with different input
image sizes, etc. The training process was conducted on NVIDIA GPUs and was
implemented using PyTorch.

3 Conclusion

In this work, we propose to use the Tiramisu network with 2.5D stacked slices for
new MS lesion detection and segmentation. In the preliminary tests, our method
shows promising results.
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Abstract. We propose an unsupervised method for the segmentation of
new appearing MS lesions in FLAIR MRI. Starting with the subtraction
image between two time-points, we enforce spatial constraints as well as
radiomics features to improve the final segmentation. Results show that
our method achieves a detection rate similar to the experts’ one, while
having, however, a higher false positive rate.

1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune demyelinating disease affecting the
central nervous system. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a key imaging
tool for assessing MS diagnosis, progression and therapy response, with a focus
on cortical and white matter lesions (WMLs) dissemination in space and time
[8]. Studies have shown that the appearance of new MS lesions might reflect in-
flammatory and degenerative processes and it is crucial for treatment’s decisions
[7,10]. This is the main motivation of the MSSEG-2 challenge, which evaluates
methods for the detection and segmentation of new MS lesions in fluid atten-
uation inversion recovery (FLAIR) images. In this short paper, we present our
submission to the challenge. Our method is unsupervised, fully-automated, and
relies on the subtraction image with some spatial and radiomics constraints.

2 Methodology

2.1 Dataset

The MSSEG-2 challenge’s dataset includes the MRIs of 100 patients, each with
two time-points (acquired from 1 to 3 years apart). For each time-point a 3D
FLAIR image is available. Forty patients’ scans are available to the participants
for training and the remaining 60 are kept for the testing phase. Overall, 15 MRI
scanners (both at 1.5T and 3T) from three brands were used to acquire the data.
The images provided are already co-registered to the mid-space between the two
time-points. No additional pre-processing is performed. The annotations of new
appearing lesions from 4 experts, as well as their consensus, are provided.
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2.2 Pipeline

Our pipeline is inspired by a previous work proposing the subtraction image
as starting point to segment new appearing lesions in multi-contrast MRI [4].
Significant changes, however, were made to adapt it to a single FLAIR contrast
as input and to enhance its performance. An overall scheme of our approach
is shown in Figure 1. First, we run the longitudinal version of SAMSEG [3].
This is a tool, based on a generative model, which is included in Freesurfer, and
that robustly segments dozens of brain structures and WML. It can run also on
multi-contrast data and it achieves an accurate segmentation even with a sin-
gle T2-weighted sequence (in our case FLAIR) [3]. Second, each skull-stripped
image is normalized with zero mean and unit standard deviation. Third, the
subtraction image is obtained between the second and the first time-point, re-
spectively. Fourth, the quality of the image co-registration is estimated by the
mutual information metric computed with Ants [1]. Depending on this value,
different thresholds are applied to the subtraction image, where we also discard
all the connected components smaller than 5 voxels. Fifth, some spatial con-
straints are applied: we keep only the connected components which overlap for
at least 1/10 of their volume with SAMSEG’s WM segmentation, and discard
those touching the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray matter and other structures,
including MS lesions of the first time-point. Sixth, connected components whose
contrasts with the neighbour voxels in the second time-point is lower than 0.9
are discarded. Seventh, we discard lesions with a least axis length smaller than
1.2 and a sphericity lower than 0.2, computing these radiomics features with
the Pyradiomics package [9]. The segmentation obtained in this way is our final
output. The pipeline takes about 2 hours to run on a Ubuntu 18.04 machine
with 64Gb of RAM.

Fig. 1. Simplified scheme of the processing pipeline proposed.
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3 Results

We evaluated our proposed method considering the lesion-wise true positive rate
(LTPR), lesion-wise false positive rate (LFPR), and Dice coefficient. The experts’
consensus was considered as ground truth. The results of our proposed method
were compared with SAMSEG’s lesion segmentation (considering lesions in the
second time-point non-overlapping with lesions in the first one) and the four
experts’ annotations.

Table 1. Lesion-wise TPR, FPR and Dice coefficient for the training dataset. In bold
the best value per each metric.

LTPR LFPR Dice

Expert 1 0.88 0.11 0.53

Expert 2 0.68 0.09 0.45

Expert 3 0.74 0.09 0.47

Expert 4 0.69 0.09 0.46

SAMSEG-long [3] 0.17 0.71 0.12

Proposed method 0.75 0.38 0.36

4 Discussion

As of today, deep learning-based techniques represent the state-of-the-art meth-
ods for MS cortical and white matter lesion segmentation [5,6], as well as for the
longitudinal lesion assessment [2]. However, given that the MSSEG-2 challenge
dataset, includes very heterogeneous data (acquired with 15 different scanners
at both 1.5T and 3T) and a relative small number of lesions (only 153 new
appearing lesions), we propose an unsupervised method simply based on the
subtraction image of the two time-points. We added spatial constraints which
helped reducing the false positives in case of slight miss-alignment between the
two time-points. Moreover, some radiomics features enforcing an ovoid shape
for the new appearing lesions helped further improving the performance. The
results obtained for the training set (see Table 1) show that in terms of detec-
tion rate our proposed method is close to the single experts’ sensitivity, but it
generates more false positives. Overall, it greatly outperforms the new lesions’
segmentation generated by SAMSEG. In the testing set, we expect similar, but
perhaps slightly worse results as a few parameters of the pipeline were tuned
based on the training cases. Future work could include training a convolutional
neural network to reduce the high number of false positives.
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Abstract. This paper gives a detailed description of the pipelines used for the
challenge including the data preprocessing steps applied. Our pipelines have
sufficient overlap in terms of the architecture and the parameters used, hence
are all described within this paper. Our code for this work can be found at:
https://github.com/ivadomed/ms-challenge-2021.

1.  Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is routinely used for the diagnosis of multiple
sclerosis (MS), which is amongst the most prevalent neurological diseases. There are,
however, urgent unmet needs for an earlier diagnosis and better monitoring of MS. In
particular, segmenting a new lesion in a patient is extremely helpful for choosing the
best treatment for this particular patient early on. Segmenting new lesions requires: (i)
MRI data of the same participant across multiple time points and (ii) a radiologist
who can identify new lesions by studying the MRI scans across multiple time points.
This task is time-consuming and prone to error given the high dimensionality of the
data. Moreover, in some cases, multiple contrasts are available, which further
augments the difficulty of the visual task. Deep learning (DL) methods have proven
useful for the segmentation of MS lesions in the brain [1] and spinal cord [2] MRI
scans. However, some challenges remain, including the high class imbalance and
out-of-distribution generalization.

In this paper, we propose three pipelines for the segmentation of new lesions from the
brain and cervical spinal cord MRI scans. The 3D U-Net [3] architecture is
fundamental to each of our three pipelines. Since this architecture was not originally
developed for MRI, it required substantial modifications to be compatible with 3D
kernels and a segmentation task with high class imbalance.
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2. Related Work

Recent literature discusses some interesting methods for automatically segmenting
MS lesions, thanks to the proliferation of DL techniques and the availability of
structured data through open-source challenges. For instance, Kruger et al. [4] present
an interesting method for automatically segmenting new MS lesions using a 3D
convolutional encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder was pretrained with the task
of finding lesions in single timepoint FLAIR scans and these pretrained weights were
loaded during the actual training on longitudinal data containing baseline and
follow-up FLAIR scans. The network was then tasked with producing a segmentation
mask containing the locations of the new lesions. For ensuring stability and
convergence during training, deep supervision [5] was introduced by adding
segmentation layers in the expansive path of the network.

The winning team in the 2015 challenge on longitudinal white matter lesion
segmentation of MS [6] used 3D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with
multi-channel 3D patches of MR volumes were used as the input. A separate CNN
was trained for each GT and the final segmentation was obtained by combining the
output voxel probabilities of these CNNs.

In most of the DL-based segmentation pipelines, the models are evaluated using
binary ground truth (GT) data in the form of 0 and 1 voxel values, which typically fail
to capture the rich surrounding information present in the experts’ segmentations.
This can manifest itself in terms of uncertainty in voxel values [1], inter-expert
ambiguity [7], partial volume information (PVE) [8]. As a result, the outputs of these
models are uncalibrated and do not generally represent the true confidence of the
models’ segmentation capability. In this regard, SoftSeg [9] presents the case of using
“soft” GT masks instead of the conventional binary (“hard”) GTs. An improvement in
the Dice score for brain lesion and tumour segmentation tasks was reported when the
models were trained with soft GT masks. The potential loss of “soft” (PVE)
information by using sharp activation functions (such as sigmoid) as the final layers is
also discussed and normalized ReLU is proposed as the better alternative. Therefore,
our design choices for the pipelines used in this challenge are primarily inspired by
[9].

3.  Materials and Methods

3.1.  Data

The dataset for the challenge consists of a total of 100 patients (40 for training, 60 for
testing) each with two fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images (baseline
and follow-up), four ground-truth masks each annotated by an expert
neuroradiologist, and a consensus ground-truth mask formed via a senior expert
neuroradiologist confirming or declining the disputed lesions and fusing the final
masks by majority voting. 15 different MRI scanners were used in the acquisition
process, and the resulting dataset is highly variable with voxel dimensions ranging



from 0.6x0.5x0.5 mm3 to 1.2x1.2x1.2 mm3 (rounded to nearest decimal) and image
sizes ranging from (144, 192, 192) to (320, 512, 512) across the two timepoints.

3.2.  Preprocessing

We use the same preprocessing step described in this section in all of the proposed
pipelines in order to increase the quality of the inputs to the pipelines described in the
later sections. The preprocessing step is applied independently to each of the 40
patients provided to us in the training set, and it utilizes the following packages with
versions provided next to them in parenthesis: FSL (5.0.11), Spinal Cord Toolbox
(SCT, 5.3.0), ANTs (2.2.0), and ANIMA (4.0.1). The entire preprocessing stage is
described below.

Initially, FLAIR images from each session and their associated GT masks were
resampled to the isotropic resolution of 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm3. The target resolution is
isotropic because MS lesions have no preferred spatial orientation. The choice of
voxel size was a compromise between the segmentation precision and the
computational burden. For the next pre-processing steps, we split the analyses
between the brain and the spinal cord (SC) given their different shape and
co-registration constraints (i.e. quasi-rigid for the brain, non-linear for the spinal
cord). We extracted the SC from both sessions and performed an initial co-registration
step on the baseline FLAIR image using the segmentation masks of the SC and
considering the follow-up FLAIR image as the reference. This first co-registration
step was carried out with sct_register_multimodal from SCT and it used the
slice-by-slice regularized registration algorithm [10] with the mean squares metric and
a smoothing kernel of 3x3x3 mm3. The brain was extracted using bet2 from FSL
from the follow-up FLAIR image, and the dilated versions of the brain and SC masks
were summed. On observing that new lesions were annotated near the spinal cord
region, we decided to incorporate the SC masks also. We then perform a finer
co-registration step on the base FLAIR image using the binarized version of the joint
brain-SC mask and taking the follow-up FLAIR image as the reference. This second
co-registration step was carried out with antsRegistration from ANTs, using
the neighborhood cross-correlation metric with symmetric normalization transform
(SyN), shrink factor of 8x4x2 mm3, and B-Spline interpolation method. The registered
baseline and follow-up FLAIR images were then masked using the joint brain-SC
mask, and the N4 bias field correction algorithm was applied to both images. The bias
field correction step was carried out using animaN4BiasCorrection from
ANIMA. Finally, the two FLAIR images were cropped using the joint brain-SC mask
such that they only include the volume-of-interest.

After performing the above preprocessing step, the maximum image sizes (across all
40 subjects) along the sagittal, coronal, and axial axes in MNI space, were found to be
311, 391, and 487, respectively. In order to assess the performance of the final
co-registration and the preprocessing step in general, we visualized the results in a
before-after fashion for each of the 40 patients. The visualization is available at this
link: https://bit.ly/3nMpXFM.
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3.3. Data Augmentations

The preprocessed baseline and follow-up FLAIR images with their associated GT
masks were initially center cropped according to the maximum image sizes mentioned
in the previous subsection, and then divided into subvolumes of size with a𝑆
stride-size of . In our pipelines, we have mostly experimented with𝑅

and We applied the following𝑆 ∈ {32,  64,  128,  256} 𝑅 ∈ {32,  64,  96,  128}.  
data augmentations on the subvolumes while training all of our models: (i) random
left-right (lateral) flipping, (ii) random affine transformations from ivadomed [11],
(iii) random elastic transformation from ivadomed, and (iv) random MRI bias-field
artifacts from torchio [12]. Subsequently, we normalized all images to zero mean
and unit variance. Additionally, we use a naive data balancing strategy while training
all of our models which duplicates each positive subvolume as many times as required
to reach a balanced set (i.e. equivalent numbers) of positive and negative subvolumes.
This is applied once before the first epoch in each training process. We observed that
balancing the dataset helped with convergence, even though it increased the runtime
of the training process. Duplicating subvolumes also poses the potential problem of
overfitting, yet the data augmentations described above diversified the samples to a
sufficient degree and effectively prevented this problem from occurring.

3.4. Challenge pipelines

This section describes the different pipelines we used in this challenge. Each pipeline
features an adaptation of the 3D U-Net [3] architecture for the purpose of segmenting
MS lesions. A detailed description of each pipeline is provided below.

Pipeline #1: Modified 3D U-Net

A U-Net-based architecture was chosen due to its exceptional generalization
capabilities achieved by propagating contextual information from the contractive
(downsampling) path to the higher resolution layers in the expansive (upsampling)
path. The 3D U-Net [3] was proposed as the three-dimensional generalization of
U-Net [13] for volumetric segmentation of the Xenopus Kidney from sparsely
annotated maps. All the 2D operations in the standard U-Net architecture were
replaced with their 3D counterparts. We propose to adapt this 3D U-Net model for the
challenge by introducing some modifications to the network architecture described
below.

The core of the architecture contains four downsampling and upsampling operations.
In the contractive path, the blocks at each scale contain 2 sets of 3x3x3 convolutional
and instance normalization (IN) layers with strides 2 and 1, respectively, to enable
downsampling. A LeakyReLU activation layer is added between each convolutional
and IN set. In the expansive path, instead of using transposed convolution layers, the
nearest neighbour upsampling is used to avoid the checkerboard artifacts [14]. Each
upsampling layer was sandwiched between blocks containing 3x3x3 convolutional of
stride 1, IN, and leakyReLU layers. 1x1x1 convolutional layers were used at each
scale to match the dimensions of the feature maps concatenated from the contractive



path. It is important to note that the original 3D U-Net paper used batch normalization
and ReLU activation layers. IN was chosen in this work to account for small batch
sizes. The normalized ReLU was used as the final activation layer as inspired by [9],
where a ReLU activation is applied to the output and normalized by its maximum
value to get an output between 0 and 1, thereby obtaining a full range of prediction
values. While the sigmoid layer also squashes its input between 0 and 1, it tends to
narrow the range of soft values that carry PVE information required for a good soft
prediction. Dice Loss [15] was used as the loss function.

Pipeline #2: Ensemble of 3D U-Nets

An ensemble of 4 U-Net models was used in our second pipeline. 3 of these models
were Modified 3D U-Net as described in the first pipeline, and the last model was an
Attention 3D U-Net as described in more detail in the third pipeline. The final
prediction was obtained by taking the soft average of 4 segmentations (one per
model). Each U-Net model was trained and validated independently with a different
data split, hence diversifying the final prediction in the hopes of achieving better
generalization performance.

Pipeline #3: Attention 3D U-Net with Monte-Carlo Dropout

Building on top of the first pipeline, our third pipeline features a Modified 3D U-Net
supplemented with attention gate (AG) blocks as proposed by [16]. Our motivation to
use attention blocks arises from the fact that the challenge dataset contains varying
shapes of lesions which constitute a small percentage of the subvolumes they belong
to. In this scenario, attention can help the network learn lesion structures more
efficiently and in a more informed way by highlighting salient regions and
suppressing irrelevant regions.

Typically, using a single set of best weights from the model results in predicted
segmentations with high variance. In order to mitigate this issue, we additionally used
Monte-Carlo (MC) Dropout [17]. The idea is to use dropout during inference such
that when each test input is stochastically forward-passed through the network T times
(where T refers to the number of MC samples), we obtain a probability distribution
over the output space. By taking the mean of these T samples, we get the averaged
segmentation output.

3.5.  Training & Evaluation

The dataset was split into three parts: a held-out test set of volumes, a validation set of
subvolumes, and a training set of subvolumes. First, a random subset of 8 subjects out
of 40 was chosen as the held-out test set. Then, the remaining 32 subjects had their
subvolumes extracted and a second split was applied where 80% of them were
randomly chosen as the training set, and the remaining 20% became the validation set.

In each pipeline, we trained our models with the soft Dice score and saved the model
with the best soft Dice score computed on the validation set after 100 epochs. The
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evaluation of our pipeline, mainly for purposes of model selection, then consisted of
two stages: (i) soft and hard Dice score metrics computed on the subvolumes in the
validation set, and (ii) Dice score, Jaccard score, positive predictive value (PPV), F1
score, and SurfaceDistance metrics computed on the volumes in the test set as
implemented by animaSegPerfAnalyzer in ANIMA.
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1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory and demyelinating neurological dis-
ease of the central nervous system [1]. Image-based biomarkers, such as lesions
defined on magnetic resonance images (MRI), play an important role in MS di-
agnosis and patient monitoring. The detection of newly formed lesions provides
crucial information for assessing disease activity and treatment outcome [2].
However, it is not an easy task to delineate these new lesions. Some of the new
lesions are small and subtle. Manual segmentation is tedious and prone to human
errors with inter-rater variabilities. In this paper, we propose a novel automated
method for new MS lesion segmentation. The developed method is based on a
cascade of two segmentation networks, the first generating a lesion probability
map for both timepoints of a longitudinal scan and the second segmenting new
lesions formed in the second timepoint. We present the results on the MSSEG-2
challenge dataset.

2 Methods

The proposed method consists of an image preprocessing stage and two segmen-
tation stages, using the U-Net convolutional neural networks. The first network
produces a probability map for all MS lesions, trained on the ISBI 2015 MS
Lesion Segmentation Challenge dataset (ISBI2015) [3] and the MICCAI 2016
MS Lesion Segmentation Challenge dataset (MS2016) [4]. The second network
detects only new lesions, trained on the provided dataset by the MSSEG-2 chal-
lenge.

2.1 Image Preprocessing

Each subject in the MSSEG-2 challenge dataset contains longitudinal brain MR
scans at two timepoints, t1 and t2. We regard the image at t2 as the reference
frame and the image at t1 is registered onto it using affine transformation, fol-
lowed by free form deformation using MIRTK [5]. Following registration, a brain
mask is extracted from the t2 scan using the FSL toolbox [6] and then applied
to both t1 and t2 scans to remove non-brain tissues. Afterwards, the images are
resampled to the average voxel spacing in the dataset (0.5 x 0.98 x 0.98 mm3)
and intensity normalised.
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2.2 Stage One

In the first stage, a U-Net is trained to detect all lesions on both the t1 and t2
scans. FLAIR images from the ISBI2015 and MS2016 datasets are used to train
this segmentation network.

The U-Net implemented has five downsampling and five upsampling paths,
no dropout and uses instance normalisation. The network is trained using the
Adam optimizer and a cross-entropy loss for 5,000 epochs. Data augmentation is
performed, including flipping, rotation, image rescaling, gamma augmentation,
elastic deformation and intensity alteration. A 3D patch size of 128×128×128
is used, due to GPU memory limits. Patches are randomly sampled from the
lesions and background with 50% probability. At testing time, the images are
passed through the network via a tiling strategy.

Rather than saving the binary segmentation, the 2-channel output of the
network, corresponding to the background (healthy) and foreground (lesion)
classes, is saved as a lesion probability map. The difference between the lesion
probability maps at t2 and t1 is calculated, which will be fed into the second
stage network as an input channel. Hyperintense regions in this difference map
signify where there may be new lesions in the brain.

2.3 Stage Two

The second network takes in two input channels: the lesion probability difference
map from the first network and the intensity image at t2.

The Stage Two U-Net implemented is identical to the Stage One U-Net by
hyperparameters. However, due to time constraints gamma augmentation was
not performed. The best model is selected based on the average Dice accuracy
of the validation set. Four models are trained using different folds of the training
data. Test images are passed through each model and their outputs are ensem-
bled, generating the new lesion segmentation result.

3 Experiments and Results

The objective of this challenge is to detect and accurately segment new lesions at
the second timepoint of longitudinal FLAIR MR scans. Only new lesion masks
at t2 are provided by the challenge. Lesions at t1 and repeat lesions at t2 are not
available, which forms a challenge for model training. To overcome this challenge,
additional datasets are used, including ISBI2015 [3] and MS2016 [4]. The Stage
One network, which segments all lesions, is trained on 17 training images (13
from MS2016, 4 from ISBI2015) and validated on 3 images (2 from MS2016, 1
from ISBI2015). It achieved a validation DICE accuracy of 74.3%.

The Stage Two network, which segments new lesions, is trained using the
provided MSSEG-2 dataset. Unlike the ISBI2015 and MS2016 datasets, the
MSSEG-2 dataset contains lesions located outside of the brain white matter,
with lesions at the cerebellum or spinal cord in certain cases. Furthermore, due
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to the small size and location of some of the new lesions, new lesions do not
appear as hyperintense as repeat lesions. For model training, patients in the
MSSEG-2 dataset with no new lesions (ids: 15, 19, 49, 51, 52, 68, 70, 84, 89,
90, 96) are removed from the dataset. The remaining 29 cases are split into four
groups to train separate models, which then form an ensemble model.

To avoid overfitting to the ISBI2015 dataset, only the first timepoint of each
case in the dataset is used during Stage One. The Stage One network is trained
on 17 images (13 from MS2016, 4 from ISBI2015) and validated on 3 (2 from
MS2016, 1 from ISBI2015). In Stage Two, all 29 patients with new lesions from
the MSSEG-2 dataset are used in the training process.

The model used to create the probability maps in Stage One achieved a
validation Dice accuracy of 74.3%. The average Dice accuracy of the four folds
trained in the Stage Two network for detecting new lesions was initially 53.3%.
Upon visual inspection, the model exhibited very few false positives, yet showed
general undersegmentation. The low Dice score was due to false negatives, from
less hyperintense lesions, or lesions not in the brain white matter. The threshold
was for lesion classification was decreased from 50% to 10%, increasing the final
Dice score up to 62.5%. Figure 1 provides an example pipeline segmentation.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1: Case 69. (a) Scan at t1. (b) Scan at t2. (c) Ground truth. (d) Segmentation
of the proposed method.

4 Discussion

Unlike traditional single network architectures, the proposed cascaded networks
utilise the rich information generated from a model trained to segment all lesions
and create a probability map of where new lesions may be. While the method
works well for lesions which appear hyperintense in the white matter region, it
does not address lesions which have grown from t1 to t2. However, false positives
are rarely observed.

Secondly, some cases exhibit new lesions in the spinal cord. These lesions
are not detected by the proposed method due to the brain extraction in im-
age pre-processing. The motivation of brain extraction is to remove non-brain
tissues in lesion segmentation and improve the alignment for images between
different timepoints. Future work may extend the current method to perform
lesion segmentation in the spinal cord region.

Finally, it is worth noting that the proposed method is able to detect lesions
missed by human analysts. For example, A new lesion in Case 13 is not labelled
but segmented by the proposed method and verified by a second reader.
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1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) affects the central nervous system and is the most com-
mon immune-mediated disorder [2]. About 2.3 million people, with widely vary-
ing rates in different regions and among different populations, were affected
globally in 2015 [8, 6]. About 18,900 people died from MS in the same year, in-
creased from 12,000 in 1990 [8]. In this context, interest in automatic detection
of MS has grown and MS segmentation challenge (MSSEG2) is playing a key-
role in development of such methods. MSSEG2 provides a dataset containing 40
training subjects. Each of these subjects have 2 MRI volumes at 2 different time
points. The objective of the challenge is to build models to segment MS lesions
automatically. As a part of the effort, we have build a segmentation solution
consisting an ensemble of 10 models. These models are built on a shallow and a
deep version of SegResNet [5]. Our design choice of the proposed solution was
mainly influenced by the tiny shape of the MS lesions. In the following sections,
we will describe our methods in details.

2 Method

2.1 The Network

We implemented our approach with MONAI1 [1]. We use the encoder-decoder
backbone based on [5] with an asymmetrically larger encoder to extract image
features and a smaller decoder to reconstruct the segmentation mask [7, 9, 10].
We have trained 2 different network architectures in our solution. They are
depicted in Fig. 1.

Encoder part The encoder part uses ResNet [3] blocks. We have combined 10
models for final predictions. For the first set of 5 models, we have used 2 stages
of down-sampling, stages having 4 and 4 blocks, respectively. In the second set
of 5 models, we have used 4 stages of down-sampling, stages having 1, 2, 2, and 4
blocks, respectively. We have used batch normalization and ReLU. Each block’s
output is followed by additive identity skip connection. We follow a common

1 https://github.com/Project-MONAI/MONAI
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Fig. 1. Network architectures used in our solution.

CNN approach to progressively downsize image dimensions by 2 and simulta-
neously increase feature size by 2. For downsizing we use strided convolutions.
All convolutions are 3x3x3 with initial number of filters equal to 64 for the first
set of 5 models and 32 for the rests. The encoder is trained with different input
regions—for the first set of 5 models, it is 16 × 16 × 16 and 128 × 128 × 128 for
the rests.

Decoder part The decoder structure is similar to the encoder one, but with a
single block per each spatial level. Each decoder level begins with upsizing with
transposed convolution: reducing the number of features by a factor of 2 and
doubling the spatial dimension, followed by an addition of encoder output of the
equivalent spatial level. The end of the decoder has the same spatial size as the
original image, and the number of features equal to the initial input feature size,
followed by 1x1x1 convolution into 2 channels and a softmax.

2.2 Dataset

We have used the MSSEG2 dataset only for training the model. We have ran-
domly split the entire dataset into 5-folds and trained a model for each.

2.3 Loss

We have used Dice loss for training [4].
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2.4 Optimization

We use AdamW optimizer with initial learning rate of 2e−4 and decrease it to
zero at the end of final epoch using Cosine annealing scheduler. The model is
trained of 4 GPUs, each GPU optimizing for batch-size of 512 for the first set
of 5 models and batch-size of 1 for other 5 models. However, we have calculated
batch normalization across all the GPUs. We have ensembled 10 models for the
submission. All the models were trained for 200 epochs.

2.5 Regularization

We use L2 norm regularization on the convolutional kernel parameters with a
weight of 1e−5.

2.6 Data preprocessing and augmentation

We normalize all input images to have zero mean and unit std (based on nonzero
voxels only). We have applied random flip on each axis, random contrast adjust-
ment, and random brightness data augmentations.

3 Results on Cross-Validation

Our cross-validation results on the 5-folds can be found in Tab. 1.

Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5 Average

0.5635 0.5407 0.3813 0.5481 0.5073 0.5082
Table 1. Average DICE using 5-fold cross-validation.

4 The Team
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Abstract. We present a robust method to detect new MS lesions for
the 2021 MSSEG-2 challenge. The proposed method consists of a set of
networks whereby each neural network (NN) is trained using individual
rater labels. The predictions from these individual rater NNs are then
used to train another model to generate the final consensus label for a
given input image. Further, each NN is trained with a lesion reweighting
strategy to manage the tradeoff between lesion detection and segmen-
tation, ensuring that small lesions are not overlooked by the network.
Lastly, feature-wise linear modulation is used to condition each NN on
the resolution of the image, maintaining the information content of each
input image while being robust to the inconsistent resolutions in the
dataset.

Keywords: multi-rater segmentation · lesion detection · lesion segmen-
tation · ensemble · feature-wise linear modulation

1 Introduction

Identification of new and enlarging lesions in Multiple Sclerosis (MS) patients
is an important task in medical image analysis as they reflect disease activity
and can provide important information on treatment response [7]. We propose
a multi-stage ensemble of NNs for new MS lesion segmentation and detection.
Our approach leverages the information provided by each individual expert and
the consensus rater to explicitly model the process used to generate the final
consensus labeling. Specifically, we propose an ensemble of identical U-Net based
networks [2], modified to include: (1) lesion size reweighting [8] and (2) feature-
wise linear modulation (FiLM) [11]. The former is implemented in order to ensure
accurate segmentation and detection of small lesions, while the latter accounts
for different image acquisition parameters.

2 Method

2.1 Modeling Raters and Consensus

In the context of medical image segmentation problems, there can be signifi-
cant variability between the predictions generated from different experts [5]. To
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Fig. 1. System overview showing our two-phase training approach. Stage 1 (shown in
the inner block) shows how the expert models are trained. Stage 2 (shown in the outer
block) shows how the consensus model is trained with predictions from the expert
models.

produce a final labeling that is as consistent as possible, it is common practice
for a senior expert radiologist to form a consensus label by analyzing the labels
produced by each expert [13]. This process may reduce the variability in the final
labeling, but it also excludes information that may be present in the labels of
individual experts. Indeed, previous work has shown that using only consensus
labels in segmentation challenges results in overconfidence compared to utilizing
labels from individual raters [3, 4].

We propose to explicitly model the consensus process. Specifically, our ap-
proach involves training a separate nnU-Net [2] to model each expert. The pre-
dictions from each of the four expert models are then cascaded into a fifth model
that models the consensus process. Models are trained in a two-stage process, as
shown in Figure 1. The inner box shows the Stage 1 models, where each indepen-
dent network is trained based on the labels from the corresponding expert rater.
During Stage 2 of training, each expert model is fixed, and then used to produce
predictions in their expert’s style to train the consensus nnU-Net. The consensus
nnU-Net learns to produce a consensus-style label from the labels generated by
each expert nnU-Net along with the two input FLAIR images. Effectively, the
consensus nnU-Net is trained to model the combination of the simple voting
procedure and the advanced expert corrections done during the generation of
the consensus label.

2.2 Lesion Size Reweighting

The large size variability of new MS lesions often renders the traditional binary
cross entropy (BCE) loss function inadequate for combined segmentation and
detection tasks, regularly oversegmenting large lesions or missing small lesions
entirely [8]. To train a model that is robust in detecting and segmenting lesions
of all sizes, we employ the lesion reweighting strategy originally proposed by
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Nichyporuk et al. [8]. This strategy reweights each voxel as a function of the
size of its associated lesion, with a weight of 1 given to non-lesion voxels. By
employing this strategy, we can balance the weight of small lesions such that: (1)
they are given enough importance to be detected by the model and (2) they
are given less importance than large lesions affording accurate segmentation
performance.

2.3 Conditioning on Resolution

As medical imaging datasets can be composed of images acquired using a combi-
nation of different scanner models, sub-groups within a dataset can be biased by
different scanner-specific contrast levels and resolutions, which can cause prob-
lems when training NNs [6]. While contrast variations can be accounted for more
easily, resampling to a common resolution comes with a loss of information when
downsampling and interpolation errors when upsampling [10]. To avoid these pit-
falls, we use FiLM [11] to condition the network on the image resolution of each
sample. FiLM is able to modulate the activations of the NN, tailoring predictions
to a given resolution. Our FiLM layer is implemented as follows:

FiLM(z) = (γ + γr)

(
z − µ(z)

σ(z)

)
+ (β + βr)

where γ and β are general learnable affine parameters. γr and βr are a function
of the image resolution and are modeled using an MLP.

2.4 Implementation Details

The base model underlying our approach is a nnU-Net [2]. Preprocessing includes
N4 bias correction [12], Nyul normalization [9], and symmetric diffeomorphic im-
age registration [1]. Final predictions are generated by using the cross-validated
models (k=4) as an ensemble.

3 Conclusions

We present a two-stage NN consensus learning method designed to leverage
label uncertainty across individual expert annotators to produce a more robust
consensus model for new MS lesion labels. Additionally, we propose using a
lesion-size reweighting strategy to ensure balanced lesion detection independent
of lesion size. Finally, we use feature-wise linear modulation to condition each
instance normalization layer on the image resolution, improving robustness to
scanner associated resolution differences.
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the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC),
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Abstract. This paper summarizes our contribution to the MSSEG-II
MICCAI 2021 challenge. The aim is to segment new multiple sclerosis
(MS) lesions using pairs of FLAIR MR images. Our approach is based
on a 3D U-Net applied patch-wise to the images. In order to take into
account both time-points, we simply concatenate the images along the
channel axis before passing them to the 3D U-Net. The strong imbalance
between positive and negative voxels, exhibited by the challenge data,
makes training deep learning model difficult. Instead of using handcrafted
priors like brain masks or multi-stage methods, we experiment with a
novel modification to online hard example mining (OHEM), where we
use an exponential moving average (i.e., its weights are updated with
momentum) of our 3D U-Net to mine hard examples. Using a moving
average instead of the raw model should allow smoothing its predictions
and allowing it to give more consistent feedback for OHEM.

Keywords: Segmentation · Deep learning · Hard example mining · Mul-
tiple Sclerosis · MRI.

1 Introduction

The MSSEG-II MICCAI 2021 challenge aims at segmenting new multiple scle-
rosis (MS) lesions on brain FLAIR MRIs. The present paper describes our con-
tribution to the challenge. We use a patch-wise 3D U-Net [1]. One important
characteristic of the dataset is the very strong imbalance between positive and
negative voxels (0.005% of positive voxels). We address this problem by perform-
ing online hard example mining [4] (OHEM). Notably, we use a moving average
of our 3D U-Net to perform inference for hard example mining. Our intuition
is that, similar to [2], doing so will provide more stable predictions as training
progresses.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our training strategy. B patches are fed to a first 3D U-Net and
the segmentation errors are computed for each patch. The patches are ranked according
to their errors, and the topB patches are selected to perform a training step with a
second 3D U-Net. The weights of the first 3D U-Net are momentum-updated with the
weights of the second 3D U-Net.

2 Method description

Preprocessing We resample each FLAIR to a voxel size of 0.5mm and apply
z-normalization to each FLAIR individually. As the two consecutive FLAIRs of
a patient have been aligned in the halfway space using a rigid transformation
by the challenge providers, our method starts by concatenating them along the
channel dimension, resulting in a tensor of shape 2×D×H ×W . This tensor is
then subdivided into patches of shape 2×32×32×32, which are passed through
a 3D U-Net to obtain the segmentation.

Model Our model is a simple 3D U-Net, described by the following equations:

B(n) := 2× {3DConvolution(n) → Group Normalization → ReLU}
3D U-Net := B(16)↓ → B(32)↓ → B(64) → ↑B(32) → ↑B(16) → Conv(1)

where the numbers in the parentheses are the number of filters, ↓ indicates max
pooling and ↑ indicates bilinear upsampling. The model is trained on patches of
size 32. For inference, we split the image into a grid of patches of size 32, with
a stride of 24. This means that the patches have an overlap of 8 pixels. In these
overlapping regions, we average all predictions.

Training As the images contain very few positive voxels, we do not sample
the patches uniformly during training. One common strategy is to over-sample
patches containing positive regions with a constant ratio. However, this ratio
must be fine-tuned by hand. If it is too high, it can result in many false positives.

Instead, our method uses a 3D U-Net with momentum weight updates to
perform hard example mining. A training iteration consists of 3 steps, illustrated
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in Figure 1 and formalized by Algorithm 1. In the first step, we select a batch of
B = 128 patches which contains 30% of positive patches and 70% of uniformly
sampled patches (i.e., mostly negatives due to the class imbalance). We then pass
this batch through a first 3D U-Net, denoted by UNet, to obtain a prediction for
each element of the batch and compute the segmentation errors with respect to
the ground truth. Secondly, we select the B = 32 patches with highest error and
perform a training step on them with a second 3D U-Net, denoted UNet. Lastly,
we perform a momentum update of the weights of the first 3D U-Net with the
second 3D U-Net. The use of momentum ensures that the predictions given by
the first 3D U-Net do not fluctuate too much during training and provide reliable
samples for online hard example mining.

Algorithm 1: Training procedure for OHEM

B: batch size for hard example mining
B < B: batch size for gradient descent
UNet: momentum-updated 3D U-Net
w: weights of UNet
w: weights of UNet
Initialization: w0 = w0

µ: momentum coefficient
while training do

x1 . . .xB = sample patches(positive ratio=0.3)

e1 . . . eB = error(UNet(x1 . . .xB), y1 . . .yB)
i1 . . . iB = topB(e1 . . . eB)
`1 . . . `B = loss (UNet(xi1 . . .xiB ),yi1 . . .yiB )
wt+1 = Adam(wt, `1 . . . `B)
wt+1 = µwt + (1 − µ)wt+1

end

3 Experiments and results

We optimize each network for 3 hours on one NVIDIA Tesla P100 graphic card
using Adam [3]. Note that for OHEM, the duration of one iteration is roughly 2
times longer. In the end, 3 hours of training correspond to about 30k iterations
with OHEM and 64k without. The initial learning rate is set to 10−3 and decayed
to 10−4 and 10−5 after respectively 50% and 80% of the training time.

We split the dataset into 30 patients for training, and 10 for validation. We
did not have time to perform a k-fold evaluation before the submission.

Figure 2 presents the evolution of the Dice score as a function of training
time. Unfortunately, our experiments indicate that OHEM is not effective, as the
results are comparable or worse than those obtained by oversampling positive
patches.
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Fig. 2. Dice on the validation set during training. ”Uniform” means that positive
patches are sampled with probability p, and that with probability 1 − p any other
patch (not necessarily negative) is selected. In the end, uniform sampling with p > 0
ended up performing best, and µ > 0 seems to be beneficial when using OHEM.

4 Conclusion

This paper presented our contribution to the MSSEG-II MICCAI 2021 challenge.
In order to deal with the strong imbalance between negative and positive voxels,
we proposed a novel modification to online hard example mining (OHEM), where
we use an exponential moving average of a 3D U-Net to mine hard examples.
Unfortunately, in our experiments, it did not provide an improvement compared
to a simple oversampling. We hypothesize that this may be due to the use of the
Dice loss. Future work shall focus on using alternative losses to fix this issue.
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Abstract. Detecting new lesions is a key aspect of the radiological follow-up of patients with Mul-
tiple Sclerosis (MS), leading to eventual changes in their therapeutics. Our pipeline for new lesion de-
tection based on two consecutive FLAIR MRIs consists in two steps. We start by a detection of poten-
tial Region Of Interest (ROI) containing new lesions using a sensitive classical image processing proce-
dure. It detects the connected voxels which intensity increases in the second visit compared to the first
one. We then apply a filtering procedure to segment voxels corresponding to new lesions in those poten-
tial ROI by applying Convolutional Neuronal Networks (CNN). 

Keywords: classical image processing, CNNs, hybrid approach. 

Introduction 

The reduction or absence of new lesion formation over time is a key radiological
endpoint in clinical trials assessing disease modifying therapies in Multiple Sclerosis.
Novel  lesion identification and segmentation is generally  done manually,  or using
semi-automated procedures,  by radiologists or neurologists and is time consuming.
The aim of MICCAI MSSEG-2 Worskhop was to develop a new automatic method to
segment new lesions based on two FLAIR MRI of the same patient.

1 Step one: MRIs post-processing for potential ROI detection

The aim of the first step (Fig. 1) is to detect the ROIs that could potentially contain a new
lesion by a sensitive classical image processing procedure, so that those ROIs could be used
as patches for the next step. Images were corrected for bias field with the N4 algorithm using
“animaN4BiasCorrection” [1]. To enhance the quality of the registration between the two
time points [3], we applied a rigid registration, using ANTs [2]. We extracted a brain mask
using ‘bet’ (FSL [4]) on both images and used their intersection to restrict the analysis. Fi-
nally an affine registration of the two FLAIRs was done using ANTs.
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Fig. 1. Step one overview

We applied a two-step intensity matching procedure. First, we used a histogram
matching from ANTs (“ImageMath”), based on landmarks intensity scaling between
the two images, considering the second visit as the reference. To further reduce the
small variations in the signal, intensities were discretized on 6 levels of grey.

New lesions are defined as parenchymal areas that are iso-intense at the first
visit but hyperintense at the second. When considering the ratio of the two visits, as
intensities have been matched, new objects should consist in areas with an intensity
ratio greater than 1. By extracting ratio values in the ground truth, we chose a thresh-
old of 1.15 to include 85% of ground truth voxels.

Fig. 2. map of all voxels which intensity ratio between the two visits is greater to 1.15, before (left)
and after (right) connected components distinction and volume thresholding (>7mm³). 

Due to remaining field bias, registration innacuracies at the interfaces, a high num-
ber of voxels external to the ground truth mask are still selected by this method (Fig.
2a). We mark them as False Positive (FP) voxels, as opposed to True Positive (TP)
voxels, that are included in the ground truth mask. We added a geometrical constraint
to those candidate voxels to eliminate FPs. We used an opening of one millimeter to
individualize adjacent structures. Then, we proceeded to distinguish connected com-
ponents (CC) (“animaConnectedComponents” [1]) and deleted those below 7 mm³,
thus eliminating isolated voxels. We eroded by 1mm the brain mask to avoid ROIs in
the pial surface. 

Each resulting CC was used as a target to crop a patch with a padding of two voxels,
defining our potential ROI (Fig. 2 right).  In all patches we sampled the processed FLAIR
from the first and second visit after discretization, the ground truth, and three distance maps:
from pial surface to brain depth (DM), from vertex to neck (DMz) and from occiput to nose
(DMx). Those distance maps will be inserted into convolutional layers in later steps to give
anatomical references for segmentation.
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2 Step two: Filtering of true positive voxels in previously found 
ROIs by CNN

2.1. Batch constitution: infratentorial imbalance

We used the torchIO [5] to generate batches. Each training batch included 32 patches as
described above. We identified infratentorial patches based on a threshold in the DMz. The
fewer number of infratentorial new lesions, smaller volume of this area and the high com-
plexity of the brain anatomy in this region, lead us to imbalance our training toward infraten-
torial regions. In the training set, we selected with a uniform probability, as many FP patches
as TP patches. To increase the specificity of the segmentation and decrease the number of FP
voxels, notably in infratentorial areas, we added to the training set 30% of extra patches with
a higher probability of being infratentorial and FP patches. In detail, those extra patches were
constituted by 85% of infratentorial patches (33% TP and 67% FP infratentorial patches) and
15% of supratentorial FP patches. We used the data augmentation methods provided by the
torchIO library, applying random noise and random bias field with, each, a 30% probability.

2.2. Network architecture

Legend: 
Fig. 3. CNN architecture for patch segmentation

The architecture shown in fig. 3, was implemented with Pytorch [7]. Each convolutional
block was formed by a 3D convolutional layer (in and out channels described in Fig. 3)
without striding and with a padding of one, followed by a 3D batch normalization, and fi-
nally a Rectified Linear Unifier activation function. Due to the variable patch sizes, no pool-
ing layers were added [6]. Between conv3 and conv4, we added the three distance maps cre-
ated in step one. There are two recurrent connections: at short distance between conv2 and
conv5, and at long distance between Flair 02 input image and conv7. This second long-dis-
tance recurrent connection was given to help segment at the last steps by concatenating
conv6’s output to the input Flair 02, on which the final segmentation has to be based on.

2.3. Training

The absence of pooling layers in our architecture (fig. 3) is known to increase the
risk of over-fitting [6]. In consequence, we limited our training to 20 epochs, with a
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decreasing learning rate using an ADAM optimizer, beginning from a learning rate of
0.001 at the first epoch and decaying it by 0.1 every 4 epochs. 

2.4. Inference

As patches could overlap, for each voxel of the global image, we kept only the
value from the output patch where this voxel was the closest to the patch’s center. In-
deed, as each patch was cropped around its own potential ROI, peripheral voxels are
more at risk of belonging to an adjacent ROI caught in the field of view. Moreover, as
we observed that bigger patches contained more FP voxels, taking the distance from
center as a discriminator is in favor of smaller patches in the final prediction. We ap-
plied a sigmoid to the prediction and binarized the final image with threshold of 0.75. 

Fig. 4. Inference with all patches overlaid on Flair 02 image, before sigmoid, with low probabilities 
(in blue) and high probabilities (in red), the only ones kept in the final binarized image.
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Abstract. We present a method for detecting new FLAIR lesions in
patients with Multiple Sclerosis, developed using the training dataset of
the MSSEG2 dataset. The individual FLAIR images are skull-stripped,
and then initially segmented using an adaptation of our previously pub-
lished DeepSCAN method. The skull-stripped FLAIR images and soft
lesion masks are then fed to a second network with similar structure
which identifies the new lesions.

Introduction

Markers of lesion progression are routinely assessed by radiologists in clinical
routine [3]. However, there is a considerable variation in lesion quantification
between expert readers with different backgrounds (e.g. neuroradiologists vs.
neuroimmunologists), and also substantial intra-rater variation [2]. This varia-
tion is only compounded in the context of longitudinal imaging.

In the 2016 MSSEG lesion segmentation challenge at MICCAI, CNN-based ap-
proaches won both arms of the challenge [8,9,1]. Subsequent papers have used the
data arising from this challenge as a reference dataset, improving on the results
achieved. Robustness of these methods when applied to datasets from centers
distinct from the training set is vital: most methods submitted to the MSSEG
challenge failed to generalize to data from an unseen center. One solution is to
tune an existing method to new data, which can be achieved using surprisingly
few cases. [10] This is not always practical: however, modern, fully-convolutional
networks generalize well even when trained on cases from a single centre. [6]

Given a method for single-timepoint lesion segmentation, it is tempting to think
that the problem of detecting new or growing lesions is a trivial step. However,
naive methods based on lesion counting and lesion volumetry do a very poor job
at identifying progressive timepoints. [7]. This problem is made even harder if
the goal (as in the MSSEG2 challenge) is to identify only new lesions, and not
growing lesions: morphology cannot help, since new lesions may be contiguous



with existing lesions. For this purpose, supervised learning seems ideal, and the
MSSEG2 dataset provides a labeled dataset of serial images where labeled voxels
correspond to new lesions.

Our approach is a cascade of two models: one to detect lesions in each timepoint,
and one to find the new lesions. We leverage an existing lesion segmentation
model to generate lesion probability masks. These, plus the FLAIR images, are
fed to a second classifier, trained on the MSSEG2 dataset, which segments the
new lesions.

1 Methods

1.1 Skull stripping

In principle high-performing deep learning methods should function without
skull-stripping: however our base method was originally trained on skull-stripped
images. In addition, in our experience skull-stripping increases robustness across
different sites/scanners/protocols. For skull-stripping in this pipeline we utilize
the HD-BET algorithm. [4]

1.2 3D-to-2D network for lesion and new lesion segmentation:
DeepSCAN

For lesion segmentation in one timepoint, and detection of new lesions, in two
timepoints, we use a DeepSCAN neural network. The DeepSCAN architecture
is a ’3D-to-2D’ architecture, meaning that the network takes as input a 3D
volume, and predicts labels for the central 2D slice of that volume. The 3D-to-
2D structure of DeepSCAN’s layers combines the benefits of a fully 3D network
(3D context) and a 2D network (smaller memory footprint of the input, leading
to more available memory for feature maps)

The DeepSCAN architecture for MS lesion and neuroanatomy segmentation is
shown in Figure 1 . Details of the initial training can be found in the original
paper. [6] This network was trained to segment lesions from T1-weighted, T2-
weighted, and T2-FLAIR imaging with 1mm isovoxel resolution. To adapt the
network for the MSSEG2 challenge, we resumed training while randomly drop-
ping one or two channels as data augmentation. This yielded a network able to
segment lesions and other brain structures from T2-FLAIR imaging alone.

We then trained a network with identical structure to Figure 1, but with four
input channels (the two skull-stripped FLAIR sequences, plus the lesion prob-
ability maps obtained from our lesion segmentation model, at 1mm isotropic
resolution), and one output channel, the new lesion class as derived from the
MSSEG2 training set. Nonzero FLAIR voxels were standardized on a per-volume
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Fig. 1. The DeepSCAN architecture for lesion and brain-structure segmentation, from
[6]

basis by subtracting the mean nonzero intensity and dividing by the standard
deviation of the voxels of nonzero intensity. No standardization or postprocess-
ing was applied to the lesion segmentation masks. The loss function was focal
loss.[5] The network was trained with a Cosine annealing with restarts learning
rate schedule, with a maximum learning rate of 1e-5, a minimum learning rate
of 1e-7, and twenty epoch of 5000 batches.
When applied to a new case, the classifier is applied in the axial, coronal and
sagittal direction. Minimal test-time augmentation is performed by also segment-
ing the volumes mirrored in the sagittal direction. An ensembling of these six
outputs is then performed by averaging raw logit outputs. Before applying the
model, the skull-stripped timepoint 1 is rigidly registered to the skull-stripped
timepoint 2: this is mostly unnecessary when using the MSSEG2 dataset, but
may correct registration problems caused by tissue outside the brain.

1.3 Results

We trained the new lesion detection model in cross-validation across all training
cases in the MSSEG dataset, where it achieved a mean Dice coefficient of 0.56.
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Abstract. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most used exam for diagno-
sis and follow-up of multiple sclerosis (MS). MS is a neuroinflammatory and 
neurodegenerative disease characterized by demyelination of neuron axon, which 
causes lesions in white matter that can be observed in vivo by MRI. Such lesions 
may provide quantitative assessments of the inflammatory activity of the disease. 
The visualization of new lesions in longitudinal MRIs, is used as marker of dis-
ease activity and an outcome measure in clinical trials. Although manual seg-
mentations are considered as the gold standard, this process is time consuming 
and error prone. Therefore, automated new lesion identification and quantifica-
tion of the MRI are active areas and challenging in MS research. The purpose of 
this study was to perform the new lesions segmentation from follow-up scans of 
the same subject with MS, via a convolutional neural network (CNN) model. This 
method uses a subtraction of the MRI scans as network input and a segmentation 
mask of the new lesion as an output. 

Keywords: Convolutional Neural Network, New Lesion, Multiple Sclerosis. 

1 Introduction 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating disease of the central nervous system, which 
shows inflammatory white matter pathology (lesions) [1]. These brain lesions can be 
observed in vivo by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and may provide quantitative 
assessments of the inflammatory activity of the disease. In addition, longitudinal quan-
titative characterization of lesion load and relevant tissue volumetry have a central im-
portance to clinical evaluations aimed at monitoring disease progression and evaluating 
the efficacy of the disease modifying therapy [2]. The visualization of new lesions in 
longitudinal MRIs, is used as marker of disease activity and an outcome measure in 
clinical trials [3]. However, to detect new lesions from MRIs can be very challenging, 
because they are very small and their appearance can be subtle [4].  

Several studies have shown the detection of new lesions in T2 sequences, but Fluid 
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences have begun to complement or even 
replace standard T2-weighted imaging [5]. McDonald guidelines emphasize the im-
portance of lesion location rather than the number of lesions, and white lesions are best 
visualized with FLAIR sequences [6]. Manual segmentation of lesion from follow-up 
MRI scans is still considered the gold standard, but it is time consuming and inter-rater 
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variability is high [7]. In recent decades, several studies have applied machine learning 
to segmentation of lesions in MRI of patients with MS [2], [8]–[11]. However, most of 
these studies perform the lesion detection in just one moment, without considering dif-
ferent times for the same patient. In 2017, Carass et al. in conjunction with the ISBI 
2015 conference, organized a longitudinal lesion segmentation challenge providing 
training and test data to registered participants [12]. The participating teams had differ-
ent segmentation techniques and good results, but a disadvantage of this challenge was 
the use of a small database (five subjects for training and fourteen for testing).  

A particular deep learning technique, Convolutional Neural networks (CNNs), has 
gained popularity as a promising method for detecting MRI lesions in MS patients [5]. 
The most used networks follow a U-Net like architecture with a down layer and up 
layer structure [13]. In this case, the network uses an MRI scans as input and a segmen-
tation mask of the lesion as an output [5], [14]. Thus, this paper presents a convolutional 
neural network framework for detecting new FLAIR lesions from multi-modal refer-
ence and follow-up scans of the same subject for MS patients.  

Our proposed segmentation network, CNNNewLesion, requires the availability of 
one modality (FLAIR MRI) and follow up timepoints and FLAIR lesion labels at ref-
erence. This method was developed and applied for the Longitudinal Multiple Sclerosis 
Lesion Segmentation Challenge of MICCAI 2021: MSSEG-2 challenge on MS new 
lesions segmentation challenge using a data management and processing infrastructure. 
Our proposed segmentation network (CNNNewLesion) can be found in different ver-
sions. Older versions of this same method can be found available on the VIP platform 
(CNNNewLesion and CNNNewLesion2) or as a Docker image (cnnmsseg:1.5 and cnn-
msseg:2.5). But in these older versions the input images from the network must already 
be preprocessed. The final version of our method is CNNNewLesionFinal (VIP plat-
form) or cnnmsseg:4.2 (Docker image), and in this case the method performs both pre-
processing, including skull-stripper, and the new lesion segmentation.   

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Patient Sample and Image Data 

This study included one dataset composed of MR neuroimaging data of 100 patients 
selected from the HD Cohort (http://www.ofsep.org/en/hd-cohort) of the French Reg-
istry on Multiple Sclerosis(http://www.ofsep.org/en/). For each patient, 3D FLAIR im-
ages have been acquired at two time points, with varying interval of time between the 
two scans. Those images were then registered in the intermediate space between the 
two time points. First, the transformation to go from the space of the first time point to 
the space of the second time point was computed. Then, half of this transformation was 
applied on the first time point, and half of the opposite transformation was applied on 
the second time point. In this way, both images have similar interpolation artifacts. 4 
experts manually segmented new Multiple Sclerosis lesions (lesions appearing on the 
second time point, but not the first). All lesions delineated by three of four experts were 
selected, and another expert reviewed the remaining lesions (those delineated by two 
or less experts) to validate or reject them. A voxel wise majority voting was applied to 
create the final consensus masks. The dataset was split in one training set and one test-
ing set, in such way that 60% of the lesions belong to the testing set.  
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2.2 Imaging Preprocessing 

MRIs from the training group were preprocessed in five steps: 1. skull-stripped and bias 
corrected; 2. resliced to 1mm3; 3. anisotropically diffused; 4. normalized and 
standardized; and 5. resized for input. In the first step the MRIs of subjects in the 
training were skull-stripped with the Anima library (Anima scripts: 
RRID:SCR_017072 - https://anima.irisa.fr), which consisted in a brain extraction 
followed by a bias field correction. In the second step, the MRIs were resliced at 
isotropic resolution using cubic spline interpolation to the axial 1 mm3. In the third step, 
an anisotropic diffusion filter was used for noise reduction [15], [16]. In the fourth step, 
the image intensities were normalized. This normalization of a particular slice of the 
modality is performed by subtracting the mean value of that slice and dividing by its 
standard deviation. And finally, in the fifth step, resizing the slice to the shape 
(256,256), dimension required for the input image of the network that will segment the 
new lesions. In this preprocessing task, it is important to mention that the ground truth 
images also had to go through the isotropic resolution and resize steps, ensuring that 
the new segmented lesions automatically (network output) would be in the same 
dimension as the ground truth images. 

2.3 New Lesion Segmentation 

The new lesion segmentation was performed using the convolutional neural network 
training model with the dataset from training group. To obtain the training model, we 
use the subtraction between the two images at different times (longitudinal MRIs) as 
input images (both images had already gone through the preprocessing described pre-
viously in 2.2). The U-Net network architecture (adapted from Ghosal et al. 2019 [17]) 
consists of a contracting path (down-layer) and other symmetric expanding path (up-
layer) used to feature extraction and precise localization, respectively, see Fig. 1.  

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method for new lesion volume segmentation. 

For the convolution in the down-layer from feature extraction and deconvolution in the 
up-layer from expanding path, 3 × 3 kernels were used. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) 
was used as the activation function [18]. A 2 × 2 Max pooling operation (stride 2) was 
used to reduce the image size in the down-layer [19]. We used the concatenations with 
the respective cropped feature map from the down-layer into the corresponding input 
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of the convolutional layer in the up-layer. Thus, the CNN layers learn the transfor-
mations from the intensities to the feature maps to obtain the final probabilistic new 
lesion mask. The output layer was a convolutional layer that detects whether a new 
brain lesion is or is not present [20]. The CNN were trained with a batch size of 32, the 
Adam optimizer, and a learning rate of 0.001. Cross-entropy was used as the loss func-
tion, and we trained the models for 60 epochs. To test model, we employed a cross-
validation strategy of 80:20 split. The Dice coefficient, the accuracy, the sensitivity, the 
precision, and the specificity were used as performance measures to evaluate the final 
model. At this point we use the network output images (new segmented lesions) com-
pared to the ground truth (already preprocessed). After that, the training model will be 
applied to the subtraction MRIs of the test group as input and the new lesions mask will 
be obtain as output. Our CNNNewLesionFinal method, performs all the preprocessing 
described in item 2.2 and the segmentation of new lesions by model trained in the test 
images. Finally, volume quantification can be performed with a count of the segmented 
voxels and present in mm3. A schematic overview of the proposed method is in Fig. 1. 

2.4 Implementation 

We implement the CNN framework in Python with deep learning tools, TensorFlow 
and Keras. Our final proposed method, CNNNewLesionFinal, starts with two longitu-
dinal images and ends with the segmentation of new sclerosis lesions in brain MRI 
images, as described above. This final method can be found available on the VIP plat-
form (CNNNewLesionFinal) or as a Docker image (cnnmsseg:4.2). In this latest ver-
sion the image goes through the resampling process, so the segmented image will be 
isometric, so for comparison between automatic new segmentation and manual seg-
mentation, the ground truth also must be isometric. Older versions of this same method 
can be found available on the VIP platform (CNNNewLesion and CNNNewLesion2) 
or as a Docker image (cnnmsseg:1.5 and cnnmsseg:2.5). 
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1 Introduction

Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a core paraclinical tool for predicting long-
term disability and treatment response in multiple sclerosis (MS) patients. Sev-
eral criteria related to the detection of disease activity on follow-up brain MR
imaging studies have been proposed for prompt identification of suboptimal re-
sponse in individual patients during the first 6 to 12 months after treatment
initiation [4,1,6].

However, automatic lesion activity detection is a heavily imbalanced problem:
the vast majority of voxels on the brain retain the same tissue appearance over
time. Furthermore, changes in the brain can also include the effect of atrophy.
On the other hand, it is increasingly difficult to acquire imaging from patients
with lesion progression, especially those patients that are under treatment. As a
consequence, the amount of training examples is usually small in terms of activity
voxels hampering the training of deep neural networks. To that end, in this work
we present a novel approach combining self-supervised pre-training on a private
dataset without labels to exploit stable voxels, the inclusion of prior knowledge
in the form of an attention gate between timepoints and a dual headed Unet
architecture. In the following sections, we will provide a detailed explanation of
each of these components, including preprocessing.

2 Preprocessing

Errors in the brain boundary are one of the most common sources of false positive
detections, either due to inconsistencies on the noise and intensity homogeneity
between temporal acquisitions, tissue changes and atrophy or misregistration
errors. To reduce these errors, skull stripping is commonly used to focus the
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segmentation on a common brain region. Furthermore, since FLAIR is only
sensitive to white matter lesions, a rough brain mask is usually enough (even
if part of the cortex is missing). Therefore, to speed up inference we used a
simple strategy involving Otsu thresholding [3] and morphological operations.
In brief, the threshold of both images is used to obtain an initial mask based on
the intersection between baseline and follow-up. Afterwards, erosion is used to
remove regions connected to the brain (skin and fat around the skull) and select
the brain mask as the largest connected component, followed by dilation and
operations to fill any holes inside the brain (usually related to the ventricles).

Longitudinal inconsistencies due to intensity inhomogeneity are another com-
mon source of false positives. To reduce that effect, we applied the N4 algo-
rithm [7] as implemented in the SimpleITK python package. We used the de-
fault parameters, except for the number of iterations (400 in our case) and the
number of resolution levels (3 in our case). We set up these values based on our
empirical experience with previous experiments on other brain MRI segmenta-
tion approaches.

3 Self-supervised pre-training

To boost the performance of our approach and counter data imbalance we de-
cided to train a Unet architecture with a private dataset comprising 113 subjects
with lesion activity visually confirmed by a trained neuroanalyst. The images of
this private dataset were acquired in different scanning machines from the 3
main vendors (Siemens, Philips an General Electrics) with a time lapse ranging
from 12 months to 5 years and served as a sample of the normal distribution of
image variability in a multi-centre clinical scenario.

For this step, a Unet network was implemented using residual blocks, ReLU
activations and group normalisation. The number of filters was set to 16, 32,
64, 128, 256 and 512 with normalisation groups of size 4. Finally, to account
for differences between the acquisitions, two extra residual blocks were used to
reconstruct the final two images after the output of the decoder (one for each
timepoint). In order to force the network to learn better image representations
for longitudinal studies, we used a single autoencoder architecture for both time-
points to remove image style differences due to different acquisition parameters,
noise and other intensity differences. Therefore, we wanted to enforce similar
features for stable regions and dissimilar ones for changes in lesions. To train
that in an unsupervised manner without labels, we used two different loss func-
tions representing these two constraints: a consistency loss between the features
of both images and a reconstruction loss for each image.

The consistency loss was computed as the sum of the mean squared error
between the features of each timepoint for all the encoder blocks (including the
bottleneck features). Since most of the brain should remain the same (stable
disease), maximising the similarity between features should help get rid of noisy
predictions due to acquisition differences. The reconstruction loss was computed,
once again, using the mean squared error. However, in that case we compared
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the dual path Unet architecture with its hyperparameters.

the reconstructed images to the original ones. By minimising this loss, we could
take true image differences (due to lesion activity) into account.

4 Activity network

Due to its overall performance, we decided to also use a Unet network for the final
activity prediction (see Figure 1 for details). However, instead of merging both
images at the input level, we kept the pretrained encoder with shared weights
in a dual encoding path (similarly to Gessert et al. [2]). Furthermore, in order
to fuse the features from each image we implemented a novel attention block
loosely based on the attention gate proposal by Schlemper et al. [5] and the self-
attention mechanism proposed by Vaswani et al. [8]. Specifically, we used the
cross-product between the normalised features of each timepoint (z-scores) to
determine the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of each pixel. The absolute value
of that coefficient was then used as a weighting mechanism to focus the network
on pixels with dissimilar features. That weighting mechanism was applied to
an embedding of the subtraction between images. By using subtraction and a
similarity measure per pixel we wanted to introduce the expert knowledge used
in classical subtraction-based approaches to guide the network. Mathematically,
if nx0 ∈ Rf×H×W×D represents the normalised feature vector (with f features)
of the baseline image and nx1 ∈ Rf×H×W×D represents the normalised feature
vector of the follow-up (both computed using an instance normalisation layer),
the output of the novel attention gate can be defined as:

AG(nx0, nx1) = α ·WT
v • (nx1 − nx0), (1)

where α = |nxT0 • nx1| and represents the feature correlation map between
timepoints and Wv represents the weight of a 3D convolution operation. Finally,
the decoder of the activity network combines the upsampled features of the
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previous level, with the skip connection values coming from the attention gate as
proposed on the original attention Unet network [5]. To train the whole process,
we used the cross-entropy loss with a balanced sample of patches (50% from
regions without activity and 50% with at least a voxel with lesion activity). This
sampling was applied randomly at each epoch to crop patches of size 32×32×32
from a set of overlapping patches (with a window of 16×16×16) inside the brain
region. We limited the repetition of negative samples by forcing the network
to sample all of them before starting a new sequence. Due to GPU memory
constraints, we used a batch size of 32 during training.

This training process was carried out using a 5-fold cross-validation approach.
For inference, the 5 networks are used and the final prediction is obtained from
the average of their results. Finally, to reduce any remaining false positives,
lesions in the brain boundary and lesions smaller than 4 voxels are removed
from the network prediction.

5 Implementation details

The whole framework was implemented using python 3.6.9, the pytorch package
(version 1.7.1), the SciPy package (version 1.4.1) and the scikit-image package
(version 0.16.2). The model training process was run on a private server with 64
CPU cores, 252 GB of RAM and a Quadro RTX 6000 GPU card.
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Abstract. The delineation of new multiple sclerosis lesions is an impor-
tant yet difficult and error-prone task. We present an automatic frame-
work for new lesion segmentation composed of two convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). The first CNN registers images from different time-
points and simultaneously segments non-corresponding regions. The sec-
ond CNN refines the non-correspondence maps into segmentations of
new lesions. Segmentation performance is shown to profit from the reg-
istration results of the first network.

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis · Convolutional neural network · Non-
correspondence detection · Image registration.

1 Introduction

Newly appearing lesions are an important biomarker and outcome measure in
monitoring multiple sclerosis (MS) indicating non-response to treatment with
anti-inflammatory drugs [1]. Their detection and delineation however is a diffi-
cult and time-consuming task as many new lesions are rather small and subtle,
resulting in high intra- and inter-rater variability [2]. We consider the detec-
tion of new lesions in a follow-up image with respect to a baseline image as a
non-correspondence detection problem. Consequently, our deep learning-based
method consists of two steps: (1) co-registration of baseline and follow-up with
simultaneous non-correspondence estimation, and (2) lesion segmentation based
on the detected non-correspondences and image information. Step 1 is trained in
an unsupervised manner using a newly developed convolutional neural network
(CNN), called NCR-Net. The images and the computed non-correspondence
map are then used in a classical U-net architecture to generate the lesion seg-
mentations. Our results show that the upstream non-correspondence detection
significantly increases the segmentation quality.

2 Method

New MS lesions appearing between examinations show as hyperintense areas
on the follow-up image that are not present in the baseline image. The first
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Fig. 1. New lesion segmentation framework. The first CNN registers the baseline onto
the followup-image and generates non-correspondence maps. The second network uses
the results of the first CNN to segment newly appeared MS lesions.

part of our new lesion segmentation framework is a CNN designed to simulta-
neously segment such non-corresponding image regions and to register baseline
and follow-up images (NCR-Net). NCR-Net is composed of one encoder that
takes the baseline B, the follow-up F and their subtraction image as input and
two separate decoders that generate a registration deformation field φ and a
non-correspondence map N . The network is trained unsupervised with a loss
function composed of the normalized cross-correlation as a distance measure D
and regularization terms for φ and N to optimize the network parameters θ:

L(θ; B,F) =
∑

x∈Ω
(1−N) ·D

[
F,B ◦ φ

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Masked image distance
favouring segmentation of
regions with high distances

+

Regularization of deformation︷ ︸︸ ︷
αR(φ) +βN + γtanh

(
‖∇N‖2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Regularization of
non-correspondence map

(1)

The image distance D is masked by N and the regularization terms ensure
smooth deformations as well as small and contiguous non-correspondence re-
gions. The hyperparameters α, β and γ are empirically chosen.

Note that the network is able to compensate for non-correspondences due to
grown or shrunk lesions by deforming the baseline image accordingly. However,
distortions for new lesions are not desired and the deformation field is therefore
set to zero in the final non-corresponding image regions given by N . New lesions
can then be detected as hyperintense regions in the subtraction image F−B ◦ φ.

The registered subtraction image, the non-correspondence map and the origi-
nal MRIs are inputs of the second part of our framework. The architecture of the
second CNN is equivalent to a 3D U-Net [3], except that the different inputs are
first passed to separate convolutional blocks to allow the network to treat inputs
differently [4]. The U-Net is trained to generate segmentations S of new lesions
based on ground-truth (GT) segmentations minimizing the Dice loss function.

Due to memory constraints, three successive horizontal slices are input to
the CNNs rather than the whole 3D volumes. The full resolution is necessary
to enable the detection of the mostly small lesions. To compensate for the class
imbalance problem inherent in this segmentation problem slices containing new
lesions in the GT segmentations are passed twice to the network during training,
once with the original orientation and once flipped horizontally. Out of the slices
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containing no new lesions only a small predefined percentage (1 % in our experi-
ments) is used for training. To get segmentations for the whole volumes, we iter-
ate through the horizontal slices keeping the segmentation result for the central
slice in each iteration step. Both networks are trained for 400 epochs on batches
of size 5 with Adam optimization and an initial learning rate of 1e−4. Finally,
in a post-processing step, voxel segmentations outside the brain are eliminated
using brain masks generated with the default pre-processing provided with the
MSSEG-2 challenge [5, 6]. The whole pipeline is depicted in Figure 1.

3 Results

Five-fold cross-validation is performed for the results reported in this section
splitting the data into training (32 patients) and test (8 patients) datasets. Dice
score, mean surface distance and lesion sensitivity (proportion of detected GT
lesions [7]) are reported for the images containing new lesions in the GT to
evaluate lesion segmentation and detection performance. For the images con-
taining no new lesions, the number and volume of erroneously detected lesions
are considered. The results are averaged over all patients.

For comparison a U-Net without preceding registration is trained using the
original MRIs and their difference image as input. We further report results for
using the non-correspondence maps given by NCR-Net directly as new lesion
segmentations. Although the performance drops significantly compared to the
U-Net-based segmentations, this method has the advantage of being fully un-
supervised. Furthermore, NCR-Net is trained in a supervised manner using the
GT segmentations and adding the Dice loss to the loss function (1). Results
show that the segmentation performance profits from the registration results
of NCR-Net that amplify hyperintense areas in the subtraction images. Results
are further improved passing the non-correspondence maps to the U-Net lead-
ing to significantly higher Dice scores. For challenge submission we use the last
mentioned pipeline retraining NCR- and U-Net with all 40 training images.

Table 1. Results of the different CNNs considered for new MS lesion segmentation.
In brackets the inputs passed to the U-Net are given. Dice Score (DSC), mean surface
distance (MSD) and lesion sensitivity are reported for images containing new lesions
in the ground truth (GT) while number and volume of erroneously segmented lesions
are shown for the remaining images. Best results are presented in bold font and results
that significantly outperform the U-Net-only approach are marked with ∗.

Lesion(s) in GT No lesion in GT
Method DSC MSD Sens. Nr. Vol.

U-Net(B, F, F−B) 0.4293 6.4152 0.7100 1.9091 14.8683
NCR-Net (unsupervised) 0.1420 16.7017 0.4910 45.3634 1851.8707
NCR-Net (supervised) 0.3289 10.7011 0.7336 11.7273 522.6306
NCR- and U-Net(B, F, F−B ◦ φ) 0.4317 9.2413 0.6822 2.8182 13.6250
NCR- and U-Net(B, F, F−B ◦ φ, N) 0.4508∗ 5.7948 0.7177 2.3636 20.0467
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Abstract. Longitudinal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has an im-
portant role in multiple sclerosis (MS) diagnosis and follow-up. Specifi-
cally, the presence of new T2-w lesions on brain MRI scans is considered
a predictive biomarker for the disease. The MSSEG-2: MS new lesions
segmentation challenge using a data management and processing infras-
tructure is a new MICCAI sponsored online challenge. The challenge is
performing the evaluation task on a large database (100 patients, each
with two time points) compiled from the OFSEP cohort, the French
MS registry, with 3D FLAIR images from different centers and scan-
ners. This paper describes the method of the VICOROB team at the
university of Girona, Spain (MSDetector). A fully convolutional neural
network (FCNN) that is used to perform the detection of new T2-w
lesions in longitudinal brain MRI images.

1 Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory disease of the central nervous sys-
tem, which is characterized by the presence of lesions in the brain and the spinal
cord. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become a core paraclinical tool for
diagnosing and predicting long-term disability and treatment response in MS pa-
tients. Follow-up brain MRI is required in patients who have not been diagnosed
yet as MS patients but they show clinical and radiological findings suggestive to
MS [1]. In this paper, we are extending our fully CNN approach to detect new
T2-w lesions in longitudinal brain MRI images [2]. The proposed model com-
bines intensity-based and deformation-based features within an end-to-end deep
learning approach. The model is trained end-to-end to learn simultaneously the
deformation field (DF) and the new T2-w lesions using a combined loss function.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Network architecture
Figure 1 shows the new T2-w MS lesion segmentation architecture. We have mod-
ified our previous T2-w MS lesion segmentation architecture [2] to the dataset
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provided by the challenge. The proposed network is a fully CNN that takes the
FLAIR image modality in both baseline and follow-up as inputs and outputs the
new T2-w lesion segmentation. The network consists of two parts. The first part
is a U-Net block that automatically learns the DF that non-linearly register the
FLAIR baseline image to the follow-up space. The learned DF and the baseline
and follow-up images are then fed to a second part of the network, another U-
Net that performs the final detection and segments the new T2-w lesions. The
network is trained end-to-end with gradient descent and simultaneously learns
both DF and new T2-w lesion segments.

The Proposed FCNN
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the new T2-w MS lesion segmentation network.

3D registration architecture: A 3D registration block is built for the
FLAIR modality following the architecture explained in [2]. This block is inspired
by the work of (VoxelMorph), which is a learning framework for deformable medi-
cal image registration [3]. The registration block learns the DF, which nonlinearly
registers the FLAIR baseline image to the follow-up space.

3D segmentation architecture: A 3D segmentation CNN is also used for
segmenting the new T2-w lesions. It is a two-branch network where each branch
is a U-Net following the architecture explained in [2]. The inputs of the first
branch are the FLAIR image modality in both baseline and follow-up, while the
second branch input is the DF learned from the first registration blocks. The
outputs of the two branches are concatenated before the classification step.

2.2 Loss functions

The loss function is the summation of two loss functions. One function is an
unsupervised loss function that controls the registration part of the network
[3]. It consists of two components: a similarity part that penalizes differences
in appearance between the moved baseline and follow-up images and a regular-
ization part that enforces a spatially smooth deformation and is often modeled
as a linear operator on the spatial gradients of DF as stated in [3]. Therefore,
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the registration block is trained in an unsupervised manner using the spatial
transform block which is used to warp the baseline image to the follow-up image
using the learned DF. The block learns the deformation field by minimizing the
MSE between the warped baseline and the follow-up image during training. The
other function is a supervised loss function LCrossEntropy (CrossEntropy) that
controls the segmentation part of the network and penalizes differences between
the segmentation and GT. The loss function LTotal is as follows:

LTotal = LCrossEntropy(Seg,GT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Segmentation loss function

+

(
Similarity part︷ ︸︸ ︷

1

N

N∑

i=1

(Fi −B(DF )i)
2 +

Regularization part︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ
∑

p∈DF

∥ ▽DF (p) ∥2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Registration loss function

where F , B(DF ), and DF are follow-up image, baseline image warped by DF
(moved baseline), and DF for the FLAIR modality, respectively. Seg and GT
are the automatic segmentation and the GT, respectively. N is the number of
voxels in a patch and λ is a regularization parameter.

2.3 Datasets and preprocessing
The database used in this paper is the MSSEG-2 challenge dataset. A total of
100 MS patients were gathered. Only a 3D FLAIR sequence at a first timepoint
and a 3D FLAIR sequence at a second timepoint (1 to 3 years after the first
one) is available. A total of 15 different MRI scanners are represented (three GE
scanners, six Philips scanners, and six Siemens scanners). The dataset is divided
into 40 patients for training and 60 patients for testing.

For each patient, the same preprocessing steps were performed on both base-
line and follow-up images. First, a brain mask was identified and delineated using
the ROBEX Tool [4]. Second, the FLAIR images underwent a bias field correc-
tion step using the N4 algorithm from the ITK library. Finally, the baseline and
the follow-up intensity values from all the training set were normalized using a
histogram matching approach based on [5].

2.4 Training and implementation details
For training the network, 3D 32x32x32 patches with a step size of 16x16x16 were
extracted from the basal and follow-up images of the FLAIR input modality. The
extracted patches were divided into training and validation sets (70% for training
and 30% for validation). The model was trained using Adam [6] with default
parameters and regularization parameter λ = 0.01. The extracted patches were
passed to the network for training in minibatches of size 4, and the network
was set to train for 30 epochs. To prevent overfitting, the training process was
automatically terminated when the validation accuracy did not increase after 5
epochs.
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